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PREFACE 
Student movements have existed for years and are dynamic 
forces which challenge the social and political structures of 
many nations. I chose to write about the causes of student 
movements in order to better understand what the students of 
today_want, what they feel, and what they hope for. It is
impossible merely to look at the causes of student movements 
without first clarifying the term student movement itself and 
learning aboc:it the s tuden-L� involved .;_n the movements. Ther:e-
fore, I have tried to give the reader a clearer picture of 
the student movement structure, the types of students involved, 
and finally, the causes behind the movements. 
In order to avoid confusion and possible misinterpretation, 
certain ideas must be clarified. From necessity, I have omitted 
the Chicano, the Black, and other minority protests from the 
student movement mainstream. While white student protesters 
and minority group protesters do have certain objectives in 
common, their goals, intentions, and sources are fundamentally 
different. 
ii 
Certain terms which will appear throughout the paper 
must also be clarified. When re.f,.:,rring to the terms "radical", 
"revolutionary", or "left activist", which I use interchan�ably, 
I am speaking of the extreme students who resort to violent 
activities to further their aims. When referring to the terms 
"moderates" or "center activists", I am speaking of those 
students who use peaceful protests and demonstrations to 
further their goals. Three other terms also appear in the 
paper, and, although they are not an integral part of the paper, 
they do need to be explained. These terms are "student sym-
pathizers", 'culturally alienated students" or "hippies", and 
"right activists". The term "sympathizers" refers to those 
students who are in empathy with the causes and goals of the 
radicals but do not take part in any demonstrations, violent 
or non-violent. Reference to the "culturally alienated students" 
or "hippies" is equated with students who simply drop out of 
the entire social and political establishment. 'I'h¥ do not 
participate in any form of demonstrations, completely reject 
the establishment as a whole, and are apolitical. "Right 
activists" are those students who support the status quo or who 
seek change gradually but only within the existing framework of 
our established society. Since this paper is concerned with 
the active leftist students involved in student movements, I 
iii 
have not discussed in depth the roles played by the sympathizers, 
the culturally alienated, or the right activist students� 
iv 
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INTRODUCTION 
In the 1960's the United States of America witnessed 
a great and violent rebellion among its college students. 
Although the majority of the adult population of the United 
States was amazed and somewhat stunned at the new, active 
interest students were taking in current social problems 
they nevertheless tended to ignore the peaceful protests and 
demonstrations of the students in the early 1960's. The 1964 
Free Speech Movement at the University of Californic1_ in 
Berkeley shocked the populace out of their complacent attitudes 
toward the protests of the students and, for the first time, 
made the adult population take notice of the students' 
complaints and outcries. 
Since that time, numerous articles and books have been 
published analyzing the general unrest of the young people 
today. Basically, two approaches were employed by scholars: 
the student protest approach and the generational conflict 
approach. The generational conflict was the earliest approach 
employed. This approach seeks to explain student unrest in terms 
of a political and cultural discontinuity which springs from 
1 
2 
the different historical and societal experiences between youn9 
people and their elders. Rather than �xamining specific demon­
strations and protests, the generational conflict approach sees 
student unrest as an antagonism which stems from the opposition 
of young people to the values and established institutions of 
their elders. This approach poses broad questions and ideas 
which deal with the processes of change in an advanced society 
and the impact of this change on youth. Conversely, the 
student protest approach attempts to examine immediate as well 
as cultural, social, and political causes of student activism. 
Not only does this approach allow for an examination of the 
total student movement but also the issues which ignite the 
1 
movement. 
Generally speaking, I employ the student protest approach 
in this paper as it best suits my purpose: a descriptive and 
ana°lytic work aimed at understanding the causes of student 
unrest and not primarily a psychological or sociological anaylsis 
of student movements. It is my intention to seek the causes of 
student movements in two modern nations, Japan and the United 
States. Both of these countries are technological advanced 
�ations undergoing tremendous social and cultural changes. 
1Philip G. Altbach and Robert S. Laufer, eds., "Introduction,"
�l!.l!.�J.:.s_ of Ameri_can Academy, CCCXCV (May, 1971), ix. 
3 
I am not unaware of the problems that are often encountered 
in cross-cultural comparisons. It is easy to assume that 
there are meaningful similarities in cross-cultural comparisons 
because we think there are similarities.
2 
The basic question 
seems to be this: are there, indeed, any experiences similar 
enough to say that the basic causes of student unrest in the 
United States and Japan are the same? I would hypothesize 
that there are. It is my thesis that student unrest and the 
causes of student unrest in highly advanced c·ountries are 
similar& While students may be dissatisfied with the politi­
cal and social structures of their countries for different 
reasons, they are all dissatisfied with the same structures 
within their societies. Therefore, I intend to demonstrate 
in this paper, my thesis that student unrest and the causes 
of student unrest in modern countries are similiar: 
2Jack D. Douglas, Youth In Turmoil (Chevy Chase, Maryland:
National Institute of Mental Health, Center for Studies of 
Crimes and Delinquency, 1970), p. 89. 
CHAPTER I 
CHARACTERISTICS OF STUDENT MOVEMENTS 
Almost every advanced or developed nation in the world 
has experienced, at one time or another, a rebellion or revolt 
of its college students. These movements by college students 
are strange and unique in that they have very few, if any, 
characteristics which are typical of other movements, such as 
· a labor movement or a civil rights movement.
Central Issue 
The first, and probably the most important, difference 
between a student movement and other movements is the presence 
of __ a central issue. For instance, a labor moyement revolves 
around one basic,· central issue and that is the attainment of 
better conditions and security for the entire labor force. The 
entire movement is concerned with one basic issue and everyone 
involved rallies around· it. On the other hand, a student move­
ment seldom has a central issue to bring all the students together. 
By its very nature, a student movement is not capable of 
attaching itself to one issue. Since students have so many 
4 
5 
ideas, impulses, and �on-materialistic ideals, it is difficult 
for them to find one central issue b) agree upon, to bind them 
together, and to give them specific goals to work toward. The 
emotions of students are often vague and undefinable and seem 
to account for their inability to state a definite aim which 
they are striving to achieve. 
1
continuity 
Continuity is a second difference between student move­
ments and other movements. Labor movements are capable of being 
continuous over a period of time for there will always be a 
labor class which will continue to try and further class 
causes; thus. they are continuous movements. In contrast, a 
student movement is transient by nature. Student status is 
a temporary one, and, in a few years, a new generation of 
students with different attitudes and ideas will have emerged. 
Thus new issues and causes are continually evolving.2
Organization 
A third way student movements differ from other movements 
is the ability to organize its members effectively. For instance, 
labor groups are frequently well organized with effective local, 
1Lewis s. Feuer, The Conflict of Generations (New York:
Basic Books, Incorporated, 1969), p. 10 •. 
2�bid.
6 
regional, and national units. Unlike labor groups, students 
are seldom capable of organizing themselves on a regional, 
much less a national, basis. The reason for this goes back 
to the fact that the students do not have any central issues. 
The interests and aims of students vary not only from region 
to region but also from campus to campus-. Attempts have been 
made to organize students into national interest groups with 
elected officials and representatives as illustrated by the 
Students for a Democratic Society in the United States and 
h 
. . 3 t e Zengakuren in Japan. Inevitably, these national organiza-
tions are not very effective and are often short lived. 
Students seem unable to agree upon what the main purpose of 
the organization should be. Consequently, the organization 
simply splits into various competitive factions within the 
organization itself. An indication of this is illustrated by 
the fact that in 1964 the University of California in Berkeley 
had thirty-four national student organizations active on campus 
and most of them had different goals and airns.4 It is true
3Frank Langdon, Politics in Japan, Little, Brown Series
(Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1967), p. 116. 
4
Byron G. Massialas, Education and the Political System
(Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, 1969),
pp. 133-34. 
7 
that soI?e of these organizations did have, the same goals, but 
the divergent methods employed in attaining these goals pre­
vented the organizations from joining forces. 
Occasionally, a national student organization is formed, 
and for a time, seems to satisfy the wishes and demands of the 
majority of 
together in 
from 1948 to 
ful years of 
the students and is 
a cohesive fashion. 
capable .of holding 
The Zenga1<.uren :in 
the students 
Japan 
1960 is a primary example. After twelve success-
adequately representing the students, it also 
succumbed to the fate of other national student organizations. 
Beset by excessive rivalry among the smaller groups within 
the national organization, 'Zengakuren in 1960 became badly 
split into many factions, and Zengakuren, as it was from 
1948 to 1960, ceased to exist.
5 
Thus, the conclusion can
be drawn that student movements must be classified as anomic 
interest groups and that they are not "explicitly organized 
groups • • •  and have failed to obtain adequate representation 
of their interests in the political system.11 6 As Gabriel A. Almond
5Langdon, Politics in Japan, p. 117.
6Gabriel A. Almond and G. Bingham Powell, Jr., Comparative
Politics: A Developmental Approach, Little, Brown Series 
(Boston: Little Brown and Company, 1966), PP• 75-6. 
8 
and G. Bingham Powell, Jr., pointed out, anomic interest 
groups usually attempt to penetrate the political system 
through such means as demonstrations and riots and "are marked 
by limited organization and a lack of constant activity on 
behalf of the group.11 7
Even though student movements are not like most other 
movements, there are certain characteristics common to all 
student movements. 
Gerontocratic Societies 
In general, student movements are likely to be found 
in gerontocratic societies, societies in which the older 
the greatest share of the social, 
economic, and especially the political power of the country. 
This, in itself, seems to be quite a paradox, because in 
many societies the culture is overwhelmingly youth-oriented. 
In many instances members of the older generation or the 
"establishment" emulate the youth of today. The dress, music, 
and jargon of the youth are frequently imitated by the older 
generation. Economically the younger generation has more 
generation cwna or exercises 
9 
money to spend than ever before, and a great percentage of 
the mass media advertising is directed toward the young 
people. 8 Politically the older generation continues to dominate •. ,
In the local, state, and federal legislative and judicial 
branches of government, the older generation has·almost all 
the power, excluding youth from any major influence. Also, 
the political realm is probably the most important, for here 
laws and rules are made and changed that affect the whole 
nation. From 1947 to 1966 the average age of the party leaders 
and committee chairmen in the House of Representatives and the 
Senate was in the sixties. This provides an excellent example 
of political dominance by the older generation.9 Therefore,
when the majo� influences upon a society such as religion, 
ideology, families, leaders, and political power are used 
to further strengthen the position of the older generation, 
10 
there is likely to be a student movement. 
A gerontocratic society alone is not always capable of pro­
ducing a student movement. Another common characteristic that appears 
to be related to all student movements is that of interdepencency. 
8peuer, The Conflict of Generations, p. 12. 
9Barbara Hinckley, stability and Change in Congress (New 
York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1971), p. 128. 
lOpeuer, The conflict of Generations, p. 12.
10 
Interdependency 
It is generally accepted that the participants in 
student movements believe that there is an underlying causal 
relation among all student movements and, that therefore, they 
should look to other revolts for ideas and inspiration. Many 
expressed ideas, tactics, and ideological attacks_ are similar. 
Students from various countries watch, admire, and copy methods 
of others. They use the same personnel for guidelines such as 
Cohn-Bendit, Herbert Marcuse, and "Red Rudy 11 • 11
Certainly there are other factors which contribute to and 
link student movements. Student movements are characterized by 
a rise of intellectualism, an opposition' to the status quo, 
a general feeling that the elder generation has failed to
provide a secure society, and political apathy. Most of 
them have a populist ingredient indicated by the students' 
frequent concern with the advancement of certain classes of 
minorities, such as the Negro in the United States and the 
12 
middle class in Japan. The students involved in these 
movements often see their respective societies dominated by 
llJack n. Douglas, Youth in Turmoil (Chevy Chase, Maryland: 
ational Institute of Health, center for Studies of Crimes and 
elinquency, 1970), p. 94. 
12Feuer, The conflict of Generations, pp. 12-20. 
11 
huge, impersonal institutions which are continually trying to 
impose the norms of the older generation upon young people. 
Many students say they are alienated from their societies. 
This alienation, as it appears relevant to them, encompasses 
every situation the students seek to define.
13
What, then, is a student movement? How can all these 
characteristics be summed up in one derinition? Lewis Feuer's 
definition is perhaps one of the best: 
We may define a student movement as a 
combination of students inspired by aims which 
they try to explicate in a political ideology, 
and moved by an emotional rebellion in which 
there is always present a disillusionment with 
and rejection of the values of the older genera­
tion: moreover, the members of a student movement 
have the conviction that their generation has a 
special historical mission to fulfill where the 
older generation, other elites, and other classes 
have failed.14
13rbid., pp. 506-08. 
14rbid ♦ -, p. 11.
CHAPTER II 
TYPOLOGY OF AMERICAN S'rUDENTS 
INVOLVED IN STUDENT MOVEi."-1ENTS 
Is it possible to identify the types of students who 
become involved in student movements? Is it possible to pre­
dict whether or not a student will become a radical by examining 
his background, his attitudes, and his commitments? Several 
scholars believe there are certain student types and they 
attempt to distinguish the various traits and characteristics 
of the students involved in the movements. 
Culturally Alienated Students 
Some of those who have studied student movements have 
classified students according to the degree to which they are 
alienated from their society. Culturally alienated students 
are characterized by a tendency to live in the present and to 
avoid commitments to people, causes, and ideas. Kenneth Keniston 
calls this private, non-conforming behavior. He describes these 
students as being the type who would rather drop out of society 
than to change or reform it.
1 Richard Peterson calls this type
lKenneth Keniston, "Sources of Student Dissent," Journal
.Qf Social Issues� XXXIII (July, 1967), pp. 110-111.
12 
,, 
t.,�• .• 
13 
of student "the hippie". According to Peterson, "the hippie" 
is completely estranged from any Am·erican yalues and institutions. 
He is apolitical in that he rejects traditional student roles, 
and is committed to complete withdrawal from all the pressures 
of life.2
Mark Gerzon also classifies this type of student as "the 
hippie". Gerzon states that this type· of student sees and 
dislikes society for political and psychological reasons. "The 
hippie" cannot abide organizations of any kind and therefore 
functions outside of any socially accepted institution. He 
tends to use drugsaextensively, is influenced by Oriental ideas 
and philosophies, and is seeking to escape the pressures of 
modern life • 
Franklin Ford has developed another theory on students. 
He perceives students are falling into one of four concentric 
circles. Students are not necessarily confined to one circle 
but are usually moving in toward the smallest circle or out 
toward the largest circle. The first two circles contain those 
students who fit into traditional student roles, are unhappy with 
2Richard E. Peterson, "The Student Left In American Higher 
Education," Daedalus, XCVII (Winter, 1968), pp. 299-303. 
3Mark Gerzon, The Whole World Is Watching: A Young Man 
Looks at Youth's Di;;;nt (New York: Wiking Press, 1969), pp. 245-54. 
14 
conditions existing in our present society, but do nothing 
to change these conditions. The third circle encompasses 
dissenters who are unhappy because of various conditions and 
intend to act on them some way. Some students react to unhappy 
conditions by simply withdrawing. They do not attack society 
but they do not accept it either. They merely withdraw and 
attempt to create their own world and their own way of living. 
Also included' in this circle are the dissenters who do intend 
to act on the conditions which make them unhappy. They do not 
attack society in all its aspects and they intend to bring 
about change within the existing framework of society. They 
are- often called moderate or center activists.4
Center Activists 
Richard E. Peterson classifies the center activist as "the 
intellectual". This student is committed toward ideas and issues 
which are not necessarily connected with the curriculum. He 
is highly individualistic and liberal in his political beliefs, 
is not motivated by grades, and will only participate in the 
protests and demonstrations that he personally believes in.5
4Franklin L. Ford, "To Live With Complexity," in The Radical 
�, ed. by William P. Gerberding and Duane E. Smith (Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin company, 1970), pp. 4-12. 
SPeterson, "The Student Left, 11 pp. 299-303. 
16 
youth he polled as "radical dissidents". These students often 
Qerged on political alienation and.wanted sweeping changes in 
· our society. Their beliefs were less extreme than the radicals
but they frequently sympathized with radical beliefs and
activities.8
Radicals 
In his studies, Richard E. Peterson has concentrated on 
the radical students. They are those students who are more 
passionate toward issues and ideas than center activists. They 
are committed to personal involvement in demonstrations which 
aim at reforming some facet of the American way of life. 
Greatly outraged by hypocrisy and injustice, they intend to 
t ·t 9 ac upon 1. .
Mark Gerzon classified students as radicals as those who 
see the hypocrisy and inequities of society and reject them. 
They seek to create ways to alter various aspects of society as 
an entity.10
8Howard D. Mehlinger and John J. Patrick, American Political ..,.,
Behavior (Lexington, Massachusetts: Ginn and Company, 1972), 
pp. 143-44. 
9Peterson, "The Student Left," pp. 299-303.
lOGerzon, The Whole World Is Watching, pp. 245�54. 
17 
Franklin Ford places the radicals in the fourth and 
smallest circle of his circle theory of students. This fourth 
circle encompasses students whose behavior is definitely provo­
cative because they are unhappy with all aspects of society. 
They avow to wreck the entire system and have no plan for 
rebuilding after they tear down the existing structures. (Ford 
calls them politically doctrinaire revolutionaries or "wreckers").11
Samuel Lubell found that there were five distinct groups 
that made up the mainstream of the radicals. They were: 
(1) draft dodgers, (2) career rebels or students who reject
money-making pursuits and want to work with people and ideas, 
(3) children of one-time Communists, Socialists, or other
radical groups, (4) drug-usin� beatniks, (5) Christian radicals 
or those who as children were strongly religious but were now 
breaking with their faith.12
Kenneth Keniston believes that the sources of student dis­
sent are found in the loss of many American virtues as (1} break­
down of the American family, (2) a high divorce rate, (3) a 
soft mode of living, (4) parents who are inadequate, (5) parents 
who overindulge and s?oil their children, and (6) children 
11
Ford, "To Live With Complexity," pp. 4-12.
12Lubell, "That Generation Gap," p. 59.
18 
who are undisciplined.13 Keniston classifies those students
who participate in violent demonstrations and riots as radicals. 
• In an address before the American College Health Association,
Keniston told his audience that the first step toward raising
a radical is for the parents to have high ideals and a strong
sense of values. According to Keniston radicals come from
families where the parents (1) have high principles and strong
religious affiliations, (2) have communicated to children that
actions in accord to ethical principles are what matters the
most in estimating a person's worth, (3) have had wann:• .. open ·
relationships with their children, and (4) have encouraged
their children to achieve academically and to be independent.
Consequently, these children will feei different, exceptional,
and separate from others-intellectual elites.14
Byron Massialas' research on the traits of radicals pro­
vides some revealing observations. Massialas states that for 
the most part radicals usually come from woderately well to do 
families, are upperclassmen or graduate students, make very 
good grades are quite intelligent, and usually major in social 
sciences or humanities.15
13Keniston, "Sources of Student Dissent," pp. 110-111.
14nr. Keniston_ New York Times, May 3, 1968, p. 53.
15Byron G. Massials, Education and The Political System
(Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, 1969) p. 147.
19 
A study by Mark and Kenneth Gerzen led them to hypothesize 
that radicals usually (1) come from prosperous h(·:nes, (2) have 
parents who are well educated, (3) have fathers who are pro­
fessionals or in the higher echelons of business, (4) have 
no church affiliation, and (5) tend to major in the social 
sciences.16
A Harris Poll of Students in 1970 indicated that radicals 
usually (1) come from upper income homes, (2) r-·tve fathers 
who are professionals or are in management positions, (3) have 
liberal mothers, and (4) major in humanities or social studies 
. 17 fields. 
The Yankelovich stud¥ revealed that radicals usually (1) are 
20-21 years old, (2) come from families with incomes over
$15,000, (3) come from families in which the father is a white 
collar worker, and (4) have no religious affiliations of their 
18 own. 
Davia J.L. Westly and Richard Braungart·.also analyzed the 
backgrounds of radical students. They chose two groups which 
16seymour Martin Lipset, Rebellion in the University 
(Boston: Little, Brown and company, 1971), pp. 90-94. 
17rbid. 
18Mehlinger and Patrick, American Political Behavior,
pp. 143-44. 
20 
.they thought represented the extremes of political opinions 
on the left and on the right. To represent the left, they chose 
students affiliated with the Students For Peace {SENSE) and 
to represent the right they chose students affiliated with. 
Young Americans for Freedom (YAF). Their findings were that 
the predominately upper-middle class background, high income 
origins of the leftist members contrasted greatly with the 
generally lower-middle class background, low-income origins 
of the rightist members. The political affiliation of the 
left activists was that of Democratic or Socialist backgrounds 
of the parents and the right activists was that of Republican 
backgrounds of the parents. Westby and Braungart speculated 
that the leftist members could afford to deviate from con-
formist attitudes because they were already members of the 
upper-middle class, a fully arrived stratum, whereas the 
19 
rightist members were not. 
Richard Flacks and Milton Mankoff are two scholars who 
reviewed and found wanting the descriptive literaLure outlining 
the typical radical. They state that the prevailing portrait 
of the radical is that of one: (1) who comes from upper-middle 
19navid L. west by and Richard G. Braungart, "Class and
Politics in the Family Backgrounds of Student Political 
Activists," American Sociological Review, XXXI (April, 1966), 
pp. 690-92. 
21 
class families that live in urban areas, (2) whose parents 
tend to be involved in professional careers, (3) whose parents 
are likely to be liberal, (4) who has little religious training, 
(5) who was raised permissively and allowed to develop his
own values, ideals, and life styles, (6) who is intellectually 
and academically oriented, (7) who specialized in humanities 
and social sciences, and (8) who does not seek material 
success. Flacks and Manko££ refute the prevailing picture 
based on a study they did of Wisconsin students. They found 
that: (1) although radicals may have come from liberal, per-
missive, well-educated parents who lived in large, urban areas, 
a large porportion of radicals came from other backgrounds, 
(2) more students joining the activists were from smaller townE'
and had definite Christian upbringings, (3) fathers were not 
always college educated, and (4) difference in upbringing was 
20 
not statistically significant. 
Richard M. Kahn and William J. Bowers conducted a series 
of studies to test four hypotheses considering the background 
of students. Their first hypothesis was that activist students 
come from high status families. Their findings based upon a 
20
Richard Flacks and Milton Manko££, "The Changing Social 
Base of the American student Movement, 11 Annals of American 
�Sademx, CCCXCV (May, 1971), pp. 54-67 • 
22 
study of four variables among activist students, indicated 
that the organizers and leaders of activist protests tend to 
come from higher status families but the rank and file members 
of activist protests do not reveal any social class bias 
(see Appendix A).21
The second hypothesis tested was that activists come from 
students who have very strong academic commitments. Using the 
variables of study habits, grade averages, and quality of schools 
attended, they found that the relationship between activism and 
academic performance varies with the quality of the schools. 
The academic context itself at the nation's quality schools 
tends to encourage activi�� among the more academically oriented 
students (see Appendix A).22
Their third hypothesis was that activists come from those 
students whose main interests are in the social studies or 
humanities areas. Using the variables of field of study and 
school quality, they found that students majoring in social 
sciences or humanities had higher rates of activism in all 
contexts. They believe that this hypothesis is confirmed but 
21
Roger M. Kahn and William J. Bowers, "The Social Context 
of the Rank and File Student Activists: A Tesb.of Four Hypotheses," 
Sociology of Education, XLIII (Winter,. 1970), pp. 38-55. 
22rbid.
23 
qualified. They suggest that a third variable-awareness of 
students in social sciences and humanities fields as opposed 
to awareness in physical science and pre-professional fields� 
could possibly affect their conclusion (see Appendix A).23
The fourth hypothesis was that activists come from 
students who have strong intellectual orientations. Using the 
variables of three indicatc.:.:s of intellectual orientation and 
school quality, they found that without qualification, students 
who were more intellectually oriented were definitely more 
likely to be activists than the rest of their classmates (see 
Appendix A). 24
Larry Kerpelmann als� made a detailed and in depth study
of 229 students at three schools. These students were given a 
two hour battery of attitude, intelligence, and personality 
measures. These measures covered a broad psychological range, 
and also included measures that would give quantitative indices 
of the variables of activism and ideology. After analyzing his 
studies, Kerpelmann drew the following conclusions: 
(1) the personality characteristics of students appear to
be the same no matter what the politic al ideology of the students ,:t
23rbid. 
24rbid.
24 
may be. The i ,�ft activists, who propose to radically change 
society, the center activists, who propose to quickly change the 
system by working within it, and the right activists, who pro-
pose to keep the structures from rapidly changing by working 
within the system, are all more alike in their personality 
characteristics than they are unalike. In fact, Kerpelmann 
found that there is little difference between politically 
aroused students, be they right or left, and non-politically 
aroused students. Activists have a tendency to be more sociable� 
assertive, and ascendant, and less needful of encouragement 
than non-activists but they do not appear to be different on 
emotional stability, restraint, responsibility, or intellectual bases • 
(2) Left activists do not have any personal qualities that
make them unique. Kerpelmann's findings indicate that the pre­
vious speculative endeavors that have given certain unique 
characteristics to left activists students have been incorrect. 
In not one of many personality, demographic, and intelligence 
measures did Kerpelmann find the ieft activist to be much 
different from any other subgroup. 
25
Table I synthesizes the characteristics several authorities 
have attributed to radical students. What can be seen from this 
25Larry c. Kerpelmann, Activists and Nonactivists: A
�chological study of American colleg� students (New York: 
Behavioral Publications, Inc., 1972), pp. 112-18. 
TABLE I 
SYNTHESIS OF CHARACTERISTICS ATTRIBUTED 
TO RADICAL STUDENTS*
STUDIES CONDUCTED 
haracteristics Keniston Lubell Gerzon· Massi alas Harris Yankelovich Westby Kahn 
Braunaart Bowers 
ell to do 
a'Uilies 
* * * * * 
I 
iiberal 
arent(s) 
* * * * 
ell Educated 
�arents 
* 
'athers-Professional 
Dr Business Occupations * * * 
"pperclassmen or 
raduate Students * 
�cademically 
�riented * * ** 
ntellectually * * 
nclined 
,ocial Studies or 
umanities Ma7or 
* * * ** 
io Religious * * * 
.ffiliations 
ONE ASTERISK IS A DEFINITE YES; TWO ASTERISKS IS A QUALIFIED YES. 
tJ 
( 
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table? It would appear that the evidence presented by several 
scholars in inconclusive. This is not to say that the evidence 
they have presented is worthless. From the various studies 
made, certain characteristics of radicals appeared in many 
studies. Certainly, at least from a purely descriptive stand­
point, a composite picture of a radical can be made. It seems 
safe to assume that most radicals do come from upper-middle 
class homes, are academically oriented and intelligent, and 
major in social studies and/or humanities. 
However, the questions still remain. Is it possible to 
identify the types of students who become involved in student 
movements? Is it possible to determine whether or not a student 
will become a radical by examining his background, attitudes, 
and commitments? From the evidence presented in this Chapter, 
I would have to say ·no. The most well researched, tested, and 
scientifically valid studies (Flacks and Mankoff, Kahn and 
Bowers, and Kerpelmann} support this answer. 
Flacks and Mankoff demonstrated that psychological factors 
such as the way radical students were reared by their families, 
i. e., permissive atmosphere, religious training, and certain 
life styles, are unconvincing in predicting student activism. 
Kerpelmann demonstrated that personality characteristics and 
intelligence have little significance in predicting student 
27 
activism. Kahn and Bowers demonstrated that the variables of 
family income, academic achievement·, and f;ield of study were 
not sufficient in predicting student activism. Their study 
was the only one that recognized the variety of variables that 
must be taken into account when predicting student activism. 
The study by Westby and Braungart is indicative of the 
problems encountered when comparing two different groups of 
students. Their study did seem to suggest that radical stu­
dents do come from liberal, well-to-do parents and conservative 
students do come from conservative, less well-to-do parents. 
It appears that the study would have been more valid if they 
had compared students witqin similar cultural, religious, and 
political environments. As it is, the study by Westby and 
Braungart can be questioned as to whether or not they were 
actually comparing what they intended to. 
Inconclusive is the term I have to employ to describe 
most of evidence presented in this Chapter. The evidence is 
impressive but not convincing. 
CHAPTER III 
CAUSES OF STUDENT UNREST IN THE 
UNITED STATES 
The New Left explodeq powerfully on the American 
scene in the 1960 1 s and ushered in a decade of protest which 
proved to be unique in many ways: it came during a period of 
prolonged affluence, and not depression; it did not have a 
fundamental doctrine or point of view; it was activist­
oriented; and it was led by young people who had definitely 
1
given it a revolutionary tone. 
One thing is certain - the New Left was real. It can 
no longer be comfortably dismissed as a mere Freudian revolt 
against fathers or as a conspiracy of Maoist groups. 2 It was 
an amorphous, multilayered, and pluralistic movement. There 
were three levels in this contemporary New Radicalism. At 
¾illiam O. Douglas, Points of Rebellion (New York: 
Random House, 1969), p. 9.
2
Jack Newfield, "In Defense of Student Radicals," The 
University and Revolution, ed. by Gary R. Weaver and James H. Weaver 
(Englewood cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1969), 
pp. 43-54. 
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its first, or political level, New RadicaJ :L�m was de.finitely an 
anti-Establishment approach to the inequities of American life. 
Three political strands mingled in various·proportions in the 
New Left--pacifism, anarchism, and socialism. At its second 
level, New Radicalism was a moral revulsion against a "sick" 
society that was supposedly becoming more corrupt everyday. At 
its third and lowest level, it was a revolt against the imper­
sonal machines and technology which were not responsive to 
human wants or needs.3
Accepting the obvious fact that the Vietnam War has been 
a major cause of student unrest, what are the other major 
causes of student unrest? 
Psychological Factors 
S. L. Halleck is the only scholar to present hypothee�s
of student unrest. Five of these hypotheses stress changes 
in child rearing practices as the major causes of student unrest: 
(1) Critical hypothesis - Proponents of this hypothesis
seek the causes of student unrest through factors which have 
created moral decay in the youth. They believe that the youth 
of today are restless due to the lack of purpose, values, and 
3Jack Newfield, A Prophetic Minority (New York: The
New American Library, 1966), pp. 22-23. 
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discipline. These deficiencies are believed to have originated 
in a disturbed, family pattern of living, particularly when 
the family is permissive, liberal, and affluent. 
(2) Permissiveness hypothesis - Proponents of this hypo­
thesis believe that student unrest is caused by too much 
parental permissiveness. They say that parents have nurtured 
a generation of youth that is greedy, ·spoiled, and unable to 
cope with or to tolerate frustration. 
(3) Responsibility hypothesis - Proponents of this hypo­
thesis believe that this particular culture has been 11 psycho­
logized 11 to such an extent that youths have become unwilling 
to accept the responsibility for their actions. Behavior 
which was once considered bad is now considered 11sick 11 and 
the implication follows that students are not responsible 
for their actions because of their "sickness". 
(4) Affluence hypothesis - Proponents of this hypothesis
argue that affluence which is not earned and not accompanied 
by a tradition of commitment and service creates a sense of 
boredom, restlessness, and meaninglessness in the youth. 
Students are involved in a continuous search for new meanings 
and freedoms in their lives, since they have not learned to 
use work and/or creativity as a means of mastering certain 
aspects of the self-identity. 
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(5) ·Family Pathology Hypothesis - Proponents of this
hypothesis suggest that students are restless and alienated 
because they are responding to some unresolved conflict within 
their family units. This hypothesis emphasizes the breakdown 
in the authority of father and the confusion of sexual roles 
in our contemporary society.4
For the most part, these five hypotheses place the stu­
dent in an unfavorable light. They all imply that there is 
something wrong with students who protest. 
The permissiveness hypothesis is probably the most 
difficult hypothesis to dismiss. There is much evidence 
that activist students do come from liberal, permissive parents. 
However, oth�r studies (Flacks and Mankoff, and Kahn and 
Bowers, Chapter II) do indicate that this is not always the 
case. These exceptions would seem to refute this hypothesis. 
The responsibility hypothesis is unconvincing because 
many activists are willing to hold themselves accountable for 
their actions. In many cases, they have been arrested and 
gone to jail for participating in sit-ins, barricading buildings, 
and resisting the draft. The culturally alienated students 
4s. L. Halleck, "Hypotheses of Student Unrest," in Conflict 
� Change: The Response to student Hyperactivism, ed. by 
William w. Brickman and Stanley Lehrer (New York: School and 
Society Books, 1970), pp. 126-143. 
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may seek the easy way out, but not the activists. 
There is little evidence to support the affuence hypo­
thesis. Affuence in itself does not always produce indolence 
or protest. Many conservative students come from affuent 
families. Some of our greatest leaders have come from 
affuent families. These exceptions indicate the insignificance 
of this hypothesis. 
The family pathology hypothesis is a difficult hypothesis 
to prove or disprove. Determining family disorganization 
is a complex situation and its influence on youth is difficult 
to prove. Certainly, we ·can say that some student restless­
ness can be related to family disorganization but the degree 
of influence it exerts is not measurable. 
Societal Factors 
S. L. Halleck has also presented other hypotheses which
deal with societal factors. These hypotheses view the student 
as a "victim" of man-made circumstances and thus maintains 
that student unrest is a rational and legitimate effort to 
change the circumstances. 
(1) Sympathetic Hypothesis - Proponents of this hypothesis
see students as victims of their environments. They see 
student unrest as a rational effort to change the circumstances 
that created this environment. 
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(2) Two Armed Camps Hypothesis - Proponents of this
hypothesis believe that our tremendous emphasis upon educa­
tion had led to excessive competition among students. Stu­
dents find they cannot stand the pressure and finally with­
draw or protest against a system which has produced this 
.competitiveness. 
(3) War In Vietnam Hypothesis - Proponents of this
hypothesis believe much of student restlessness is a result 
of the frustration and the lack of power students feel in 
unseccessfully attempting to stop a war they feel is immoral 
and misdirected. 
(4) Deterioration in Quality of Life Hypothesis - Pro­
ponents of this hypothesis justify student unrest as the 
appropriate reaction to the deterioration in the quality of 
life they see in America. Students' unrest is a massive response 
to the destruction of the kind of life their forefathers had 
but is being denied to them. Presently, life seems to lack 
meaning and a basis for optimistic anticipation. 
(5) Political Hopelessness Hypothesis - Proponents of
this hypothesis see student unrest as a response to a society
that is hesitant to accept change. Students believe that 
society is so intricate, complex, and self-equalizing that 
change is just not possible. They are convinced that 
----
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education, government, and industry are tied together to 
ward off any attempt to alter the status quo. 
(6) Civil Rights Hypothesis - Proponents of this hypo-
thesis see student unrest as a reaction to oppression. 
students have learned the psychological meaning of oppression 
from minority groups and now want to seek out and attack 
the sources of oppression in their lives. 
(7) Neutral Hypothesis - Proponents of this hypothesis
believe student unrest is caused by their attempts to adapt 
to a highly complex society by creating new modes of psycho­
logical adaptation. 
(8) Technology Hypothesis - Proponents of this hypothesis
interpret student unrest as a protest against the reality 
that values of the past will no:longer be appropriate for 
the technological world in which they must live. Students 
realize that in this fast changing world, long term planning 
is impossible for them and they are apprehensive about the 
future. 
(9) Media Hypothesis - Proponents of this hypothesis state
that the new electronic mass media has brought everyone closer 
together in a more communal sense. Young people who have 
grown up with the influence of the media are ready for this 
communal society. Their elders, who are committed to the 
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institutions of the past are not. Student unrest can be 
surmised as an effort by the young people to convince their 
elders that the values and the traditions of the past are 
now irrelevant. 
( 10) Reliance on Scientism Hypothesis - Propon_ents of
this hypothesis say that young people today are raised to rely 
on scientific rationality as an answer to everything·. In 
this conviction, young people feel that there must be rational 
solutions to any problem. When confronted with the irrationa­
lity of man which resists change and often leads man to his 
own destruction, students become intolerant and angry. They 
project their anger upon those who are frustrating them.
5
Nev, Radicalism is opposed to the present American society 
as it exists today. It sees many evils in society - racism, 
poverty, centralized decision making, hypocrisy, manipulative 
bureaucracies - that divide America's professed ideals. The 
students blame these evils on middle class values - money, 
   6 
patriotism, material wealth, status, religion, and Puritanism. 
They reject these values, because in their eyes, these values 
have sustained a culture that can kill millions of people in 
Vietnam. Yet this same society tried to put Benjamin Spock 
in.jail for opposing this slaughter.7
5rbid.
61bid. 
?Newfield, "In Defense of stu
dent Radicals," pp. 49-50.
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The radicals find the American system to be illegitimate, 
undemocratic, and perverted. It tolerates injustices, inhumanity, 
insensitivity, lack of candor, and it has no higher goal than 
the preservation of the existing status quo. It could be no 
f h d f  h . . 
8
urt er remove rom t e American promise. 
In society today, they see apathy, hoarding of power, 
resistance to change, and a remoteness from people.9 The
entire system deprives people of their self respect, rights, 
and dignity. It does not recognize the autonomy and individuality 
of each person.10
The radicals' protest is against a society whose standards 
and behavior are determined,?Y the exigencies of industrial 
planning, the domination of the rule of things.11 They
criticize the consumer and feel that they live in a world 
which moves according to laws of the development of technolo­
gical invention and massive impersonal interests.12
8Gregory H. Wierzynski, "An American Student Manifesto,"
�£ In Turmoil, ed. by Editors of Fortune Magazine (New York: 
Time, Inc., 1969), pp. 47-57. 
lOThe Report of the President's Commission on Campus Unrest 
(New York: Arno Press, 1970), pp. 57-59. 
llstephen Spender, The Situation of Young Rebels (New York:
Random House, 1968), p. 155. 
12
rbid., pp. 157-58.
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Universities 
In the United i: :.-ates, there are. 2300 institutions of 
higher learning, 150 of which are classified as universities. 
It is these schools, and particularly the universities, that 
have come under the most severe attack by the radicals. one 
critical feature of these schools is their exceedingly rapid 
growth. The United States embarked on a program of mass 
higher education in the late 1950's.13 In 1930, only a little
more than 10% of the high school graduates went_on to college. 
In the 1950's, approximately 20% went to college. In the 
1970's, well over 50% of all high school graduates will go 
on to college. From 1961 to 1971, the actual number of students 
attending colLege jumped from less than three million to 
eight million. In 1971, over 50% of all college freshmen 
indicated that they expected to continue their education 
beyond a four year degree. Between 1960 and 1970, more masters 
and doctorate degrees were awarded than in the preceding fifty 
14 years. These porportions are larger in the United States
than in any other country. 
15 
13Talcott Parsons, "The Academic System: A Sociologist's
View," confrontation: The Student Rebellion and the Universities,
ed. by Daniel Bell and hving Kristol (New York: Basic Books, Inc.,
1968), p. 161. 
14Fredrick G. Dutton, changing sources of Power: American
Politics in the 1970's (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1971)---
p. 31.
l5Parsons, "The Academic System, 11 p. 161.
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What are the consequences of this new kind of college
environment? There are f our processes involved in this twenty
year transition. 
(1) changes in the character of the student population
recruited and its size
(2) changes in the functions and size of universities
(3) changes from locally attached college teachers to the
cosmopolitan professional who is oriented to a world
of specialized disciplines and research, and not a
world of students
(4) changes from the aristocratic cultivation of people
16 
to the meritocratfc training of people. 
To the students, schools have become large, impersonal 
structures dominated by unsympathetic and authoritarian 
administrations. They feel that the faculty and the adminis­
tration is out of touch with the basic wants and needs of the 
students. 
To them, the schools are anti-social in their thoughts
in that they measure human achievement individually and not
16Joseph Gusfield, "Beyond Berkeley," Campus Power Struggle,
ed. by Howards. Becker (No place named: Aldine Publishing Com­
pany, 1970}, p. 17. 
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collectively. Conversely, the students see human achievement
and productivity as a collective social process and not an
· d' . d 1 17in 1.v1. ua one. 
They desire more academic freedom and more freedom in
shaping their own educations. They want to be released from
excessive course loads, graded systems, and irrelevant courses.
No longer do they want a system geared to producing good 
grades but rather a system geared to create "a meaningful 
. 18experience". 
They want a voice in the affairs that affect them.19 
They charge that the present student courts and councils are 
allowed to deal only with the trivial cases and that the 
important cases are handled by the administration, usually under 
vague and arbitrary rules. They want to set their o·.-m guide­
lines and enforce them.20
17Paul Rockwell, "How We Became Revolutionary," The Ne'i
Revolutionaries, ed. by Tarig Ali (New York: William Morrow and 
Company, 1969), p. 288. 
18Jeremy Main, "The 'Square' Universities Are Rolling Too,"
Youth In Turmoil, ed. by Editors of Fortune Magazine (New York: 
Time, Inc. 1969), pp. 120-128. 
19James J. Lynch, "Disorder, Power,, and the Student, 11 
Virginia Quarterly Review, XLIII (Winter, 1967), p. 49. 
20Main, "The Square I Universities�• pp. 120-128. 
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They dislike the schools' restrictions on their personal
lives. They see outdated dormitory restrictions and other
restrictions such as drinking, smoking and sex as an attempt
of the schools to set standards of conduct and decency. Their
morals are their o·..m and none of the universities' concern.21
They are discontented with their instructors and feel
that there are too few instructors per student. Overcrowding 
in classrooms, mass lectures, lack of contact with professors 
outside of class, and being known only as a number are frequent 
complaints. Also, the student-faculty ratio is increasing 
disproportionately. In 1960, there were 12.5 students per 
faculty member. In 1970, this number had increased-to 13.5 
and the predicted ratio is 14.5 by 1980.22
Most of all, they lack confidence in the trustees and 
the president. 
·1' 
he students feel that the trustees and their
boards have lost interest in the true objectives of the school.
23
As far as the students are concerned, those who serve as trustees
or regents are not university-oriented. The people are usually
heads of large corporations or industries and; therefore, lack 
24 
contact with the academic world. No longer are the trustees 
21rbid.
22Michael w. Miles, The Radical Probe (New York: Atheneum, 
1971), p. 95. 
23Main, 11 The 'Square 1 · Universities, 11 pp·. 120-128. 
24n. w. Brogan, "Student Revolt",·Encounter, XXXI (July, 
1968), p. 22. 
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and administrations interested in academics. They are closely 
associated with the military-industrial-society complex. The 
university is no longer a disinterested community of scholars. 
It offers courses for credit in the Reserve Officers' Training 
Corps and conducts chemical, germ, and biological warfare 
research. The university cooperates with the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation and draft board, and has affiliations 'with 
the Central Intelligence Agency.25
To support their claims, students can direct attention to 
the following facts. In 1969, the Pentagon had contracts with 
forty-eight universities for research on subjects such as 
steering of missiles, aeri�l photography, detection of mines, 
gunnery, and search-and-destroy operations. 'I'be University 
of California has received grants from the Atomic Energy 
Commission to research nuclear explosives. Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology and John Hopkins University are among 
the top 100 major military aerospace corporations. Stanford, 
Michigan, and Columbia Universities have also had defense contracts.26
25Newfield, "In Defense of Student Radicals," pp. 43-54. 
26nouglas, Points of Rebellion, p. 13. 
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Where grievances accumulate and discontent is prevalent, 
protests and demonstrations seem to be the only effective 
counterattack. Grievances and discontent grow more rapidly 
at compl�x institutions than at simple institutions.27
Alexander Astin and Alan Bayer conducted a survey and 
found that the highest rate of demonstrations and protests 
were at the medium·· and large universities. 
28 
In a survey in
1968, the Urban Research Corporation found that the incidents 
of protest were likely to greatly increase with the size of 
th ·. . t 2
9
e un1.vers1. y. 
TABLE 2 
PEkCENTAGE OF PROTESTS BY SIZE OF 
INSTITUTIONS* 
Percentage of Protest Size of Institutio� 
1% • 
3%-. 
8"/4 • 
27% • 
54% . 
• • • • • • • • • • • •  less than 500 students
• • • • • • •  500 to 999 students
• • • • • • •  1,000 to 4, 999 students
• • • • • • • • • • • •  5,000 to 9 , 999 students 
• • • • • • • • • • • • more than 10,000
. . . 
. . . 
*Figures from: Michael W. Miles, The Radical Probe
(New York: Atheneum, 1971), p. 93. 
27carl Davidson presents an interesting account of the 
tactics employed by students in a university confrontation; 
e. g., his chapter on "Toward Institutional Resistance" University 
crisis Reader: confrontation� counterattack, ed. by Immanuel 
Wallerstein and Paul Starr (New York: Random House, 1971), · 
pp. 134-136. 
28Miles, The Radical Probe� p. 95 
29rbid., p. 93. 
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In 1969, Hato1.d Hadgkinson did a study of student protests
for the Carnegie commission on Higher Education. He found
that compared with a national sample, high-protest schools had
a more heterogenous student body in terms of socio-economic
background, age, and ethnic composition, with a higher pro­
portion of out-of-state students. His conclusion was that 
the best single indicator of demonstrations and protests was 
institutional size. His study demonstrated that there was a 
continuous rise in the probability of protest and the size 
30 
of the schools. 
TABLE 3 
PERCENTAGE' OF PROTESTS BY SIZE 
OF INSTITUTIONS* 
Percentage of Protest 
14% 
32% 
58% 
75% 
88% 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Size of Institution 
under 1,000 
1,000 to 5,000 
5,000 to 15,000 
15,000 to 25,000 
more than 25,000 
*Figures from: Michael W. Miles, The Radical Probe
(New York: Atheneum, 1971), p. 98. 
30 . 
98 Ibid., p. •
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Given the below stated premises, Joseph w. Scott and
Mohamned El-Assal hypothesized 
The more complex the formal structure is, the more 
likely is the administration to be bureaucratic as 
opposed to parental and patrimonial. The more bureaucratic 
the educational institution, the more structurally 
separated are the students from the administrators, 
faculty, and students; and the more the students 
are personally separated from the administration, 
faculty members and other students by structural 
and social heterogenity, the more likely the stu-
dents will feel separated, neglected, manipulated, 
and dehumanized to the extent that they will engage 
in protest activities. Given these premises, we 
hypothesize that the more nearly a university consti-
tutes a "multiversity" the higher the rate of 
protest demonstration. 31 
Scott and El-Assal correlated the degrees of social 
heterogenity and formal complexity with the number of student 
protests. They also introduced intermittently other inter­
vening variables such as quality, size of institution, ·.and 
size of community in which the institution is situated. After
completing these studies, they found that their hypothesis was
supported. {See Appendix B).
32
Michael Miles states that there is another hypothesis
which has gained popularity, and this the outside agitator
31Joseph w. Scott and Mohamned El-Assal, "Multiversity,
University size, University Quality, and Student Prot
est: 
An Empirical study," American Sociological Review
, XXXIV 
{Winter, 1970), pp. 38-55. 
32rbid.
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hypothesis. Proponenb; of this hypothesis believe that student
unrest is being caused by outside agitators. They also believe
hard core professional agitators are responsible for inciting
students. These outside forces make it their occupation to
convert passive student dissatisfaction into confrontation and 
violence. Others think that the conspiracy is more complex 
and accuse the Chinese Communists of initiating the student 
unrest and rebellions in the United States.33
The general consensus is implied by the delegation of 
hypothetical accusations to traditional institutions. Established 
institutions such as the family, education, and religion which 
until this point have gone unchallenged are now the recipients 
of nebulous expressions of dischord. 
33Miles, The Radical Probe. pp. 5-6.
CHAPTER IV 
CAUSES OF STUDENT UNREST IN JAPAN 
There are common elememts between the student movements 
in Japan and the United States. The number of students involved 
in protests and demonstrations is nearly equal in size. Both 
societies are affluent and are entering a mass technological 
age. Some students in both countries suffer from a profound 
crisis of belief and have little sense of or respect for 
nationalism. The objective's of the students in both countries 
are somewhat indefinite but are directed to the whole fabric 
f 
. 1 
o society.
On the other hand, there are five major distinctions that 
must be kept in mind when examing the relevance of student unrest 
in Japan and the United States. In Japan, there are no black­
white racial tensions because there are no significant radical
!Joseph A. Califano, Jr., ��� ��u,q��� ���������� (New
York: w. w. Norton and Company, 1970), p. 64.
46 
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minorities in Japan. There are no drug problems in Japan.
The Vietnam problem is ubiquitous and is the.refore a source of
distress in both countries. However, in Japan the Vietnam War 
was not aggravated by a draft problem which was an issue that 
alienated many American students. There is no marked tendency 
among Japanese leaders or adults to look upon student protest 
t f 1 
. 2 as par o some arger conspiracy. In terms of successful 
disruption of universities and national activity, Japanese 
3 
students are by far the more successful. Other than these 
minor differences, the causes of student unrest in Japan and 
the United States are much the same. 
society 
Japanese students are pessimistic about the society in 
which they live. The students suffer from a sense of historical 
dislocation accompanied by a tremendous and rapid social change.
4
They want to challenge what they call the "capitalist deception" 
2rbid., pp. 57-64. 
3rbid., p. 3.
4charlotte Nassim, "Notes on the Revolutionary students
in Japan," 'in The� Revolutionaries, ed. by Tarig Ali (New
York: William Morrow and company, 1969), p. 256.
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of the present government which is attempting to develop Japan
into a mass consumer society. They feel that traditional
ideologies, group and family life, and interpersonal communica­
tions are no longer relevant and not adequate for life in today's
5world. 
The students are dissatisfied with the existing political 
and social structures and feel that the older generation has 
failed them. They see injustice and crime all around them. 
They see themselves as being exploited by their elders. They 
6 see society as corrupt and needing change. Students protest 
the present structure of society and government and resent the 
highly centralized and powerful decision-making bureaucrats 
7
who run the country. 
Students feel that there are two modes that will bring 
about a change in society. These modes refer to the actions 
taken by the students. The mode of transformation calls for the 
remaking of the entire social order by revolution. The mode 
of accommodation calls for the remaking of the social order by 
drawing upon the relevant traditions to help them face the 
5Robert Jay Lifton, 11 Individual Patterns in Historical 
Change: Imagery of Japanese Youth, 11 Journal of Social Issues, 
XX (October, 1964), p. 97. 
6New York Times, March 30, 1970, p. 16. 
?New York Times, August 24, 1969, IV, p. 9. 
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.realities of today. Reform will come through placing much
stress upon self-realization and personal autonomy.8 Whatever
mode the students adopt, they are attempting to make ?!a break­
through �hat may_] often appear confusing, misdirected, and 
threatening, but 
in the future.119 
. . . express the effort to arrive at hope
Universities 
In Japan, there are 845 institutions of higher learning 
and of these, 377 are classified as universities. The rest 
are essentially two-year colleges. Around 1.27 million students 
attend the four-year colleges, and around 230 thousand go to 
. 
10 jun:io:i::- col)egeR� 
In 1969 over one half of the universities endured some 
form of student interruption. On a single day, April 9, 1969, 
eight-two universities were suffering either building barricades 
or class boycotts. Many of these disruptions lasted over 100 
days. For example, Nihon University lost control of its campus 
for 253 days. Sophia University was closed for over 100 days. 
8Lifton, 11 rndividual Patterns in Historical change, 11 pp. 97-107. 
9califano, The Student Revolution,.p. 365.
lOrbid., pp. 34-35. 
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The College of General Education of the University of Tokyo was
closed from the summer of 1968 to March, 1969, because of a
student strike. The Tokyo University of Education was closed
for eight months.
11 
In 1969, Todai University gave up its
entrance examination due to student strikes and some first 
12
year classes were delayed a year. 
Students openly intimidated their professors and university 
presidents. It is not unusual for professors and administrators 
to be held as prisoners by students who attempt to get them to 
sign confessions of guilt.for 11 crimes against society 11 •
13 
In order to understand the reason for these severe attacks 
on the university system, it is necessary to understand the 
education system in Japan. Japanese universities were patterned 
on the German model during Japan's period of modernization 
during the nineteenth century.14 The universities embodied
11victor Kobayashi, "Confusion and Hope: Student Unrest 
in Japan," in Conflict and change: The Response to Student 
Hyperactivism, ed. by William W. Brickman ·and Stanley Lehrer 
(New York: School and Society Books, 1970), pp. 359-66. 
12Michiya Shimbori, "Student Radicals in Japan, 11 Annals 
.2f American Academy, CCCXCV (May, 1971), p. 153. 
13califano, The student Revolution, p. 35.
14New York Times, January 9, 1969, p. 64.
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the doc�rines and influences of Karl Wilhelm von Humboldt. 
The Humboldt doctrine is an idealistic one and elaborates 
theories of education and transcendental ethics. After 
world War II, Jap,•1{ initiated the four year university system 
along guidelines favored by American mass democracy. However, 
the Humboldt doctrine of education was r�tained and dominated 
post-war universities and professors. This doctrine esentially 
holds that a university is an ivory tower existing for the 
purpose of educating a small number of social elites. After 
the war, the increased enrollment of students at the universi­
ties,founded on this doctrine led to many contradictions 
within the universities.151.While the universities are now
serving the "mass" students, they are still some of the most 
autocratic institutions in Japan and the sole remaining 
feudal institutions in the country. The universities are 
still powerful and professors still continue to adopt 
elitist approaches to education.
16 
The universities tend 
to be faction-ridden, exclusive, and not capable of keeping 
15Fukashiro Junro, "Student Thought and Feeling," Japan
Quarterly, LXII (April - July, 1969), pp. 149-150. 
16New York Times, January 9, 1969, p. 64.
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their affairs in order. No policy changes can be made in the
universities without complete agreement among the faculty, and
the faculty is often split into various factions. The faculty
has extensive power and is characterized as arrogant, distant,
and despotic.17
In Japan, one's career is determined to a great extent
by the prestige of the university he attended. This is a 
common practice in Japan and is·called gakureki - shugi 
(educational backgroundism).18 At the prestige_universities:
it is a disgrace for the professors or the universities to 
produce a student who has received poor grades, dropped out, 
or been dismissed. The universities feel that this failing 
or incompetence of their students is a reflection on the 
scho�ling they received at the universities. Thus, a sense of 
sympathy, fear, and/or pity exists at these universities and 
professors try to give good marks to most of the students.
19
Consequently, when students arrive at these universities, they 
l7Edward Siedensticker, "Pulverisers", Encounter, XXXIV
(June, 1970), p. 82. 
18shimbori, "Student Radicals in Japan," p. 152.
19Michiya Shimbori, "Zengakuren: A Japanese Case Study
of a Student Political Movement," Sociology of Education, XXXVII
(Spring, 1964), p. 235. 
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discover that- the mirage of knowledge is in fact a farce. The 
result is a psychological revulsion toward the universities. 
In order to get into any college, students must first 
take a severe, difficult, and grueling examination. It is no 
exaggeration to say that the emphasis of all education at the 
secondary level is placed on preparation for this notorious 
20 
entrance examination. The competition is high. In 1967, around 
750,000 young people were competing for 420,000 places available 
at all colleges in the fall.
21 
The frustration and dissatis­
faction among the high school students is so great that many of 
them have joined in the demonstrations at several universities. 
Around 17,000 high school students were recruited by radical 
student organizations for demonstrations in 1969.22
Another large group of young people involved in the demon-
strations at the universities are the ronin or students who have 
. 
t' 23 failed the entrance examina ion. They attend special schools
20califano, The student Revolution, pp. 30-31.
21� York Times, January 11, 1967, p. 45.
22
shimbori, "Student Radicals in Japan," P• 152. 
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where they prepare to take the exrunination the following year. 
In 1969, 330,000 students were classified a� ronin.
24
Their 
frustration is• also very great andJ as a result, they also
join radical student organizat.ions. 
25
Another objection the students have is the universities 
participation in activities that go beypnd academics. Many 
students believe that the universities are receiving aid for 
research in bacteriological warfare.26 students demonstrated
at Keio University in 1968 in order to force the administration 
to turn down research funds from the united States.27 They also
want the Self Defense Force Personnel dismissed from the 
universities.::.8
. ·,
Other situations which can bring on student demonstrations 
are raises in tuition, disciplinary action against students by 
24New York Times, January 11, 1967, p. 45.
25shimbori, "Student Radicals in Japan," p. 152. 
2611 pirst You Destroy the Universities," Economist, January 25, 
196 9, p. 3 0. 
27u zengakuren, 11 � � Times, January 9, 1969, p. 64. 
28
Kobayashi, "Confusion and Hope," p. 361.
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the administration, and administrative interference with the 
student governments.29 Other complaints are the lack of student
control of dormitories, teacher-student ratios, overcrowding, 
lack of contact with professors, meaningless courses, and lack 
of control over decisions which concern the students.
30
In Japan, as in America, students a�e dissatisfied with 
their education, families, religion, and societal values. They 
seek to change the entire fabric of their society in order 
to meet the needs of tomorrow. 
29 11 zengakuren 11 , New York Times, January 9, 1969., p. 64. 
30califano, The Student Revolutio�, pp. 30-35. 
CHAPTER V 
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS AND TACTICS 
IN THE UNITED STATES AND JAPAN 
It should be clear, then, that any indivi­
dual or group of individuals involved in such a 
movement, or potentially involved in such a 
movement faces a very great problem in trying 
to organize sufficient power to achieve any end 
that he wished to achieve at a given time. He 
does not have an organization which he can throw 
into the struggle, but must • • •  create an 
organization an uncertain coalition for that 
purpose • • •  anyone seeking to lead a radical 
movement and any individual member wishing to 
see such a movement succeed must rely very 
heavily upon the individual commitments to the 
radical purposes. This lack of stable organiza­
tion • • •  leads to the necessity of relying 
to an extraordinary degree on the individual 
emotions and beliefs of the individuals involved 
• • •  it should be apparent that such movements 
1 
as this have a tremendous tendency to be anarchic. 
Student Organizations in the United States 
The student movement in the United States was extremely 
diverse. It was as varied and multi-layered as the society itself. 
lJack D. Douglas, Youth In Turmoil (Chevy Chase, Maryland:
National Institute of Mental Health, Center of Studies of Crimes
and Delinquency, 1970), p. 168-69. 
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·Attempts to bring all the activist students together in a
cohesive fashion has been defied. However, there were definable
groups in terms of ideologies.
Young Socialist Alliance 
This was a group which leaned more toward the old left 
and had a narrowly constituted base. Its members cl2im·ea that 
they had a program for the future and knew what to do when 
the revolution came. They were known as the Trotskyite group 
and claimed to have over 1,000 members on over 100 campuses.2
Progressive Labor Group 
This group was said to be the most left in ideology of 
the leftist groups. The Progressive Labor group began in 
1962 as a militant, pro-Peking group that broke away from the 
Communist Party. It was a small group, well organized, tightly 
knit, and very rigid in party lines. The youth segment of 
this group was known as the May 2nd Movement until it was 
disbanded in 1966. This disbanded group usually left the 
Progressive Labor group and attached itself to some other 
2charles Burch, "The Movement: 
in Youth in Turmoil, ed. by Editors 
York: Ti;;, Inc., 1969), p. 137. 
Freeform Revolutionaries,11 
of Fortune Magazine (New 
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group, usually to.a local chapter of the students for a 
Democratic Society.3
W. E. B. Dubois Club 
This group represented an attempt of the communist Party 
to get in on the New Left Movement. It was formed in 1964 
as the youth segment of the Communist Earty.4 Although it
has never been formally disbanded, the W. E. B. Dubois Club 
has never fulfilled the hopes of the Communist Party and is 
not a major force today, although it claimed a membership of 
over 1,000 students.5
Peace and Freedom Party 
This group was formed in 1967 and was probably the only 
existing group that had a chance at unifying the New Left 
radicals. Its major program of action was to work for change 
through the regular electoral process, mainly to get its views 
and programs publicly aired. There are no estimates of the 
number of members that belonged to this group.6
3rbid., p. 138.
4Ibid.
5Fred Powledge, "The student Left: Spurring Reform,"
New York Times, March 15, 1965, p. 1.
6Burch, "The Movement: Freeform Revolutionaries," p. 138.
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New University Conference 
This was a national organization composed mainly of
teachers and graduate students. It was formed �t a national
conference of over 300 faculty members and graduate students.
It had a national office in Chicago and a national director.
The central office was chiefly a coordinating and communica­
tions center, and most of its activities orginated at local 
levels rather than the national level. It claimed a membership 
of over 1;000 members throughout the country. Its principle 
aims were to unite people who thought of themselves as pa:t.:.. of 
the New Left and who were working and living within the 
universities.7
National Mobilization Co�mittee To End the War In Vietnam 
Although the main purpose of this organization was to 
end the Vietnam War, it was more than just an "anti-war" group.
This group also recognized what it called "racism" and "imperialism".
Mobe, as it was called, had a loosely knit national organiza-
tion and served to coordinate disparate elements in the move-
ment. Thus, it had no active membership. Mobe served as the
coordinator for the various student groups at the 1968 Democratic
National convention in Chicago and had planned a demonstration
7rbid., p. 137.
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at the 1.972 Presidental Inauguration in Washington, D. c. 
8
Rennie Davis was the first national coordinator of Mobe.
9 
Resist 
Resist was formed in 1967 by a group of s
ocial critics
and professors. It had a national 
office and national officers,
but basically, it was non-structu
red on the national level.
Its local groups were the most ac
tive and they organized
around a variety of political 
and community issues as well
as peace and anti-draft positions. Two of its most famous 
members were Professor Noam Chomsky of Massachusetts Institute 
10 
of Technology and Paul Goodman, social critic and author. 
The Res.istance 
This was the New Left Movement's s
econd major grouping.
It was organized by a _small grou
p of anti-draft students on
the east and west coasts in 1967. 
It had no national office,
national officers, or members, p
er se. It was active on a local
level where local offices serve
d as coordinating centers in a
communications network, print
ed literature, and helped arr
ange
8rbid., p. 136.
9 'd !E.L·
10 ·a 1 �-, p. 35.
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the efforts and travels of Res:i.stance people. Its 
ori�rinal
purpose was to organize the �. :'3.ttered number of 
studc,:, t:s who
were draft resisters. However, it broadened its
 scops and
its opposition to include the draft and wa
s frequent ly used as
a starting point for an attack on other
 issues and institutions.
11
students For a Democratic Society
In a formal sense, Students for a Dem
ocratic Society (SDS)
was a descendant of the Student Le
ague for Industrial Democracy
(SLID) which was a Fabian group o
rganized in 1930 by the
League for Industrial Democracy
. SDS maintained a link with
SLID until 1966 but only for 
tax eJtemption purposes.
12
. 
sos, the movement's 1a:rgest 
and most prominent organiza-
tion, was founded in 1962. 
On December 28-31, 1961, a g
roup
of thirty-five students met
 in Ann Arbor, Michigan, to
 set up
the executive structure of 
the SDS and to agree on a fo
unding
convention to be held in 
June, 1962. Its manifesto
, the Port
Huron statement, was wri
tten by Tom Hayden betwee
n December, 1961,
and June, 1962.
13 This manifesto, fifty-tw
o single-spaced pages,
11rbid. 
12paul Jacobs and Saul L
andau,�� Radicals: 
A ReEort 
With Documents (New Yo
rk: Random House, 196
6), p. 28. 
13Jack Newfield, A PropJ�_
etic Minority (New York
: · The New
American Library, rnc
., 1966), P• 96. 
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spelled out the aims and goals of the organization.
14
The official fount":·;.ng conventi.on was held June 11-15, 1962, 
at the FDR Labo,· Center at Port Huron, Michigan. It was 
attended by fifty-nine individuals with forty-three who could 
actually vote. These individuals represented eleven functioning 
SDS chapters, the largest being the chapters at Oberlin, John 
Hopkins, Swarthmore, and Earlham colleges.15
SDS had a national headquarters in Chicago, Illinois. 
It was located between two empty storefronts under East 63rd· 
Street in the Negro Woodlawn section of Chicago. This 
national office consisted of ten rooms filled with telephones 
d t 
. 16 an ypewriters. The national office was mainly a clearing-
house for information. · There was no one leader or even a cadre 
to make basic policies or decisions. Power on the national 
_level was shared by the National Council and about fifteen others 
who worked at the national headquarters and were know1::i' as the 
"Chicago Kernel 11 • 17
The national office made no attempt to create doctrines 
or ideologies but served as a provider of guidelines. The 
14Burch, "The Movement: Freeform Revolutionaries," p. 134.
15Newfield, A Prophetic Minority, p. 96.
l6rb.:!:_9.. , p. 85.
17rbid., p. 88. 
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main work of the SDS was done by the local chapters and consisted
of mobilizing forces for protests and demonstrations, guerilla
attacks (more prominent in New York Chapters}, making speeches, 
personal contacts, and the education of other students.18
In 1968, SDS claimed some 6,000 dues-paying members ($5 
per year) in some 300 to 400 chapters across the country. They 
claimed that they could command a following of ten to fifteen 
' h . 1 b 19 times t eir actua num ers. This was quite different from
the SDS of 1962 which claimed only 200 committed members in 
eleven functioning chapters.20
Who belonged to the SDS? Jack Newfield states that the 
membership can be reduced!to five main categories: 
(1) Members on small, rural campuses (Far and Mid-West)
who were politically unsophisticated, vaguely liberal, and 
most idealistic 
(2) Members of the Old Guard or those who founded and
helped build the organization, and were usually politically 
sophisticated 
18Burch, "The Movement: Freeform Revolutionaries",
pp. 134-35. 
19Ibid.
20Newfield, A Prophetic Minority, pp. 86-88.
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( 3) Mem}.:,-i:-s who were apolitical hipsters, who were skeptical
of all programs, formal voting, centralized ;-iuthori ty, and 
national offices, and who aided in keeping the organization 
at the grass roots level (most anarchist segment) 
(4) Members who were interested in working on social
problems such as ghetto projects and who existed independently 
of the rest of the organization (members of the Economic Research 
and Action Program or ERAP) 
(5) Members who were typical liberal intellectuals on
major campuses throughout the country.21
Mona G. Jacquency has isolated three distinct groups 
of the SDS: (see Appendix C) 
(1) Patriotic idealists - these were the members whose
ideals were only slightly left politically. The strategies 
employed by this group were demonstrations concerned with justice 
for all Americans, regardless of their social positions, civil 
rights, and poverty programs. Their protests were nonviolent, 
and they wanted to teach people to use their rights as provided 
for them in the political framework. These individuals were 
21rbid., pp. 86-88.
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the most idealist, and through their genuine idealistic
visions, provided inspiration for others. They were most 
often the community organizers who planned ghetto projects 
and t-:.. ,incd new workers. 
(2) Intellectual "politicos" - this group can be divided
into two categories: the original SDS founders or the "over 
30's" group, and the younger group which strived for radical· 
change. Harassment, violence, and disruption were the acceptable 
means for bringing about change. The leaders of this group . 
were most often SDS chapter chairmen or SDS national leaders. 
They created the emotional climate, the issue, and the strategy 
for any pro.test. They were the students who kept issues in 
: 
the forefront of public awareness. 
(3) Alienated youth - this group encompassed the largest
segment of the SDS organization. They were the students to 
whom the mass media referred to as dirty, long-haired, advocates 
of free love, acid heads, pot smokers, disrespectful, and 
disruptive. Many names such as hippies, yippies, and pot-heads-_· 
have been employed to designate this most indescribable group. 
They often wanted to withdraw from society and rejected it, and 
22 their aims ranged from extreme individualism to complete anarchy. 
22Mona G. Jacqueney, Radicalism On camp�s: 1969-1971 (New 
York: Philosophical Library, Inc., 1972), pp. 35-36. 
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By the end of 1968, SDS h;1d around 50,000 to 75,000 students 
affiliated with them in one way or another. At its June 1969 
convention, SDS split.23 Two major groups emerged from this
split: The Revolutionary Youth Movement (RYM) and the Worker 
Student Alliance (WSA). The WSA faction was supported by the 
Progressive Labor Party.24 Its national office was in Boston
and its primary goal was to fight for improved working conditions 
for its campus workers and employees. This was not the theme 
of the year's student protests and the"-.WSA was unable to play a 
major role in the student protest·movement except in the Boston 
area.25
Within a short time, !the RYM group had split into two 
factions: RYM I, better known as the Weathermen, and RYM II 
(a third faction called RYM I-B or the Mad Dogs was formed 
in New York, but it was short lived). RYM II rejected RYM I 
because they felt it had neglected the Vietnam War issue and 
had rejected certain struggles for democratic rights. The 
program of RYM II was to create an alliance with the working 
. . . . 26 
class along Marxist-Leninist Lines. 
23James P. O!Brien, "The Development of the New Left," 
Annals of American Academy, CCCXCV (May, 1971), p. 23. 
24rmmanuel Wallerstein·and Paul Starr, "The Splintering
of SDS", The University Crisis Reader, Vol. II: Confrontation and 
Counterattack, ed. by Immanuel Wallerstein and Paul Starr 
(2 Vols.; New York: Random House, 1971), pp. 257-59. 
250' Brien, "The Development of the _New Left," p. 23. 
26wallerstein and Starr, "The Splintering of the SDS," pp. 257-59. 
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The RYM I faction, or the Weathermen, was composed of the 
most extreme students within the SDS. They were esentially- a 
youth-oriented, guerilla band who glorified violence and used 
such tactics as bombing public buildings and police stations. 
As a result of their violent activities, they moved underground 
before 1969 came to a close.27
Their members first lived in groups of ten to twelve 
called "affinity groups". Later, they lived in "cells" of three, 
and usually, the only other Weathermen they knew were those who 
shared their "cells". All of their orders came through the 
mail or over the telephone. 
28
Consequently the SDS, the largest group in the student . 
protest movement in the United States has ceased to exist. 
Student Organizations in Japan 
Zengakuren 
The Zengakuren (an abbreviation for Zen Nihon Gekusei 
Jachikai So Rego or All Japan Federation of College Students 
Governments) was organized in Japan on September 18, 1948. 
270 1 Brien, "The Development of the New Left," p. 23.
28Jacqueney, Radicalism On Campus: 1969-1971, pp. 35-36. 
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At tllat time it had chapters in 168 national Universities, 
31 municipal universities, and 61 private universities. It 
had an estimated 300,000 members out of a total university 
enrollment of 440,000. Zengakuren successfully articulated 
students' interest until 1960 when it split into factions due 
to differences within the organization. In 1960, it still 
had a membership of 300,000 students out of an approximate 
university enrollment of 708,878.29
The national Zengakuren organization still exists, but 
it is made up of two main categories: Minsei (Democratic 
Youth League) and Anti-Yoyagi. The Minsei faction is often 
referred to as the modera�e faction and is affiliated with 
the Japanese Communist Party. Its aims are to change Ja�anese 
society without violence. It wants to work within the existing 
framework. 30
The Anti-Yoyogi group is made up of several factions, 
but they all are against the Minsei group. The Anti-Yoyogi 
group considers the established Communist Party in Japan as 
29Michiya Shimbori, "The Sociology of a Student Movement­
A Japanese case Study," in Students In Revolt, ed. by Seymour 
Martin Lipset and Philip G. Altbach (Boston: Houghton Mifflin 
Company, 1969), pp. 297-300:' 
30victor Kobayashi, "Confusion and Hope: Student 
Unrest in Japan," in Conflict �nd Change: The Res:eonse to 
Student. Hyperactivism, ed. by William W. Brickman and 
Stanley Lehrer {New York: School and Society Books, 1970), p. 363. 
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corrupt. This group is committed to violence and destruc­
tion.31 
In 1970, the Zengakuren had organizations on 845 campuses. 
The Minsei a.nd Anti-Yoyogi groups controlled 519 (more than 
60%) of the campus organizations and the national Zengakuren. 
Upon entering college as freshmen, all Japanese students pay 
compulsory dues for membership in local campus organization�, 
They pay four years dues at one time. Each campus organiza­
tion, in turn, sends a portion of these dues to the national 
student organization, the Zen2kuren, which is free to spend 
the funds as it wishe$ Since the radical group controls 
the student organizations �n both the local and national levels, 
the dues collected from the students are often spent for 
propaganda, weapons, and recruitment of new members.32 
United Red Army 
•r·he United Red Army, or Rengo Sekigun, is the most
radical of the lefist student groups. They seek to overthrow 
31rbid. 
32Joseph A. Califano, Jr., 
Global Confrontation (New York: 
p. 34.
The Student Revolution: A 
W. W. Norton & Company, 1970), 
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the government and establish a "provisional revolutionary 
33 
government". Their loaders control the members very
strictly, and there is little room for individualism. The 
students' actions are collective, disciplined, and well con-
trolled. The leaders often agitate the members with slogans 
that call for death in support of the cause. Their symbol is 
the sword which represents harakiri, or suicide of the sumurai. 
For the students, death is worthwhile, both aesthetically and 
morally. They resort to violent tactics such as guerilla 
attacks, bank raids, and bombings. For them, the end justifies 
the means, and one who ponders over the means is a coward.34
Twelve members of the United Red Army were killed by their 
fellow members for wavering from the fierce revolutionary 
line established by the leader of the group, Tsuneo Mori.35
Tactics of Student Revolts 
John R. Searle had observed a certain recurring tactic 
in successful student revolts in advanced industrial societies. 
33New York Times, March 13, 1972, p. 13.
34Michiya Shimbori, "Student Radical� in Japan," Annals
of American Academy, CCCXCV (May, 1971), p. 151. 
35New York Times, March 13, 1972, p. 13.
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Initially, all revolts had two features: (1) there were only
a small minority of radicals and, (2") there appeared to be no 
legitimate grievances. This small minority can build protest 
by progressing through three phases: 
(1) Stage One - A small minority of troublemakers select
an issue that students will sympathize with and that the authorities 
can not give in to. The demand must initiate a confrontation 
and cause the authorities to take some sort of disciplinary 
action against some of the students. 
(2) Stage Two - The original issue which was selected is
changed so that the authorities become the target. This is 
done by pointing out that\� was the authorities who rejected 
the original demand and disciplined some students making the 
demand. This is offered as conclusive proof that it is the 
authorities and their structures who are the real enemies. 
At this point the number of people involved becomes larger. 
Students who refuse to demonstrate illegally for the original 
demand will now demonstrate illegally for those who were dic­
ciplinro� It is hoped that the news media will come in and 
provide the leaders a chance to speak out and justify their 
actions. 
(3) Stage Three - The students who become involved in
Stage Two actually initiate Stage Three. Students who joined 
72 
the protest in Stage Two will form sit-ins, and building take-
overs. Naturally, the authorities will eventually rely on the 
police to remove and/or arrest the students who are sitting-in 
and holding the buildings. Stage Three occurs. First, there 
is an enormous amount of revulsion against the tactics of the 
police. This produces what Searle calls a "shame on you for 
calling in police instead of speaking to the students" feeling 
among the uninvolved populace, thus making almost everyone 
sympathetic to the students.36 
Searle goes on to emphasize that this is not a generaliza­
tion, but simply a common tactic that has occured in many countries 
over different issues. The, term tactic as employed by Searle 
·,
is a broad one. It is not meant to include the strategies
employed by radical students-demonstrations, building barricades,
class boycotts, and sit-ins. Searle uses the word tactic as
an overall plan employed by radical students.37
s. M. Lipset refers to this plan as the "tactic of confron­
tation". Radicals resort to the deliberate use of the "tactic 
36John R. Searle, "A Foolproof Scenario for Student Revolts,"
in The Radical Left, ed. by William P. Gerberding and Duane E. Smith 
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1970) ,. pp. 4-12. 
37rbid. --
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of confrontation" to provoke authorities to be resprssive. 
Acco.rding to Lip,.:.et, the radicals can rely on more mass support 
if their actions result in some sort of clash, usually between 
the demonstrators and the police. The radicals regard any 
incident in which the police are called in as necessary to their 
success and to further the processes of radicalization. The 
character of this tactic has been attested to by many leaders 
of the movement (Mario Salvo, Steve Weissman, and Mark Rudd).38
It seems reasonable to assume that the Japanese radicals 
also employ this "tactic of confrontation". Certainly, the. 
Japanese radicals have made demands which could not be met by 
the authorities, the polise have been called in, and the students 
have been arrested. N0toriety was gained and there was public 
sympathy for the students.39
Thus, this "tactic of confrontation" does appear to be 
common to at least two advanced industrial societies. 
38seymour Martin Lipset, Rebellion in the University 
{Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1971), pp. xx-xxi.
39Radical students in Japan frankly and openly admit to 
using the universities to pursue political goals, �ew York Times, 
January 9, 1969. An example of Japanese radicals specifically 
employing this "tactic of confrontation" can be found in an 
article publis�.13:1 in the New York Times, January 19, 1970. 
CHAPTER VI 
FUTURE OF STUDENT MOVEMENTS 
There are two opposing views concerning the future of 
student movements. One view is that student movements will 
continue and be as active in the future as they were in the 
60's. The opposite view is that student movements will decline 
and lose their effectiveness. 
Propagation of Student Movements 
Many people feel that ·student movements will continuer
perhaps not in the same vein as in the 1960's, but in other 
directions. According to a survey by the Urban Research Corpora­
tion, over one-half of the protests in 1969 occurred at schools 
which had not previously had any major disturbances. It was 
reported that in 1969-1970, the student movement tended to 
expand into virgin territories particularly in the Midwest, 
South, and Southwest.1 A study of 849 colleges in 1964-1965
1Michael w. Miles, The Radical Probe: The Logic of
Student Rebellion {New York: Atheneum, 1971), p. 259. 
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estimated that there were approximately 370 campus demonstrations 
per 100 colleges. A somewhat comparable study in 1969-1970 
showed an increase of 386 demonstrations per 100 colleges.2
It is felt that the movements will continue because 
students will always find new sources of anguish whenever 
the old ones disappear. There is always a reason to dis-
like the Establishment. Also, many old angers, such as racism, 
simply will not die but will remain and grow stronger. 
The subcultures and the protest movements are rooted 
deeply·enough in our society to go on for a long time and 
possibly will grow far stronger. The movements can only be 
affected by basic changes in society and most people will 
probably be unwilling to make these changes.3
Diminution of Student Movements 
Others believe that student movements will dwindle, if 
not die altogether. Much evidence is pointing in this direction. 
2Kenneth Keniston and Michael Lerner, "Campus Characteristics
and Campus Disorder," Annals of American Academy, CCCXCV 
(May, 1971), p. 41. 
3Jack D. Douglas, Youth In Turmoil (Chevy Chase: Maryland:
National Institute of Mental Health, Center for Studies of 
Crime and Delinquency, 1970), pp. 182-83. 
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Douglas I<nee land surveyed thirty colleges to find out why there 
was such tranquility on college campuses in 1969-1970. He 
found that students were not as prone to protest or demonstrate 
because: 
(1) draft reform was initiated
(2) students believed that the Vietnam War would soon
be over
(3) colleges were tightening security and dealing with
radicals in a firm manner
(4) many radical leaders have dropped out of college
or graduated
(5) colleges have become more progressive
(6) students are tired of fighting losing battles and
participating in endless demonstrations
(7}_ remaining radicals have become divided4
c. L. Sulzberger says that he has observed that students
were more relaxed and more tolerant in 1971 than they were in the 
past two or three years. Today, students are less hysterical, 
less tense, and less given to violent protests. 5
4nouglas Kneeland, New York Times, December 20, 1970, p. 1. 
5c. L. Sulzberger, New York Times, March 31, 1972, p. 29.--
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A Gallup Poll in December, 1970, found that extremist 
grou;)s, both far right and far lest,· have lj_ttle appeal among 
college students. If the radicals are viewed favorably, it 
is by a small percentage of college seniors and graduate students 
who attend private colleges in the East.6
A New York Times Survey in 1971 indicated that today 
students are concentrating on their studies and staying aloof. 
Students are concentrating on individual and personal priorities. 
While some students are still demonstrating and protesting, 
most students have disavowed confrontation and mass protest. 
Students attribute this to apathy or a regrouping to aim their 
energies in new directions� Others say that the hysterical 
period had ended and that students are returning to a tradi­
tional non-political status. A new mood seems to have appeared 
among the students and the key words to this new mood are 
privatism and individual protest, not relevant mass action and 
7 
participatory democracy. 
6Gallup Poll, New York Times, February 7, 1971, p. 54.
?survey, _New York Times, May 9, 1971, p. 29.
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A survey of students at twelve large universities yielded 
the findings that demonstrations are less serious and less 
frequent now that students have won roles in the college governing 
process. As governing roles are won, the students' interests 
wane.8 Earl J. McGrath, director of Higher Education Center
at Temple University, surveyed 700 colleges and universities and 
disclosed that not one college reported any increase of student 
protests on campus once students were allowed to participate on 
  9 
academic committees. Staughton Lynd says that demonstrations 
have now become a drag since they lacked imagination and were 
frequently subjected to failure:. He believes that students are 
tired of taking risks and do not have personal commitments 
1. 
strong enough to keep them involved.10
Walter Leaqueur states that "The American Youth Movement 
of the '60's, infected by the decadence of the age, missed the 
opportunity to become a powerful agent of regeneration and 
genuine social and political change".11 He attributes this
8survey, New York Times, June 21, 1971, p. 31.
9Earl J. McGrath,� York Times, June 21, 1971, p. 31. 
lOstaughton Lynd, "Radical Politics and Nonviolent Revolu­
tion," in Radical PersEectives On Social Problems, ed. by 
Frank Lindenfeld {New York: Macmillan Company, 1968), p. 316. 
11walter Leaqueur, "Reflections on Youth Movements,"
Commentary, XLVII (June, 1969), p. 40. 
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to ·the fact that. the student movt�Fti.mts failed to produce and 
new ideas or devs:!lop national altern·atives to the problems 
of the times. Instead, the movement preferred a total rejec­
tion of everything and thus became politically irrevelant.12
Zbigniew Brzezinsk:i states that the main problem with 
the movement was its escapist ingredient. Although it pro� 
claimed a desire to change societal structures, it orily offered 
a refuge from society. Its prophets were also unable to move 
from a dated European radicalism. The problems of our comple� 
society simply could not be resolved by reverting to nineteenth 
century criticisms of captialism. Therefore, the movement 
d . lf ' f 13ma e itse a negative or�e. 
Peter Berger and Richard Neuhaus state that the movement 
was doomed from the start because:it was characterized by 
negation rather than a positive view of the future. These anti­
stability, anti-capitalist, and anti-liberal views by the move­
ment were evils in themselves and doomed the movement from its 
beginning.14
12Ibid.
13zbigniew Brzezinski, Between Two Ages: America's Role
in the Technetronic Era (New York: Viking Press, 1970), pp. 230-31}. 
14peter L. Berger and Richard John Neuhaus, Movement and 
Revolution (New York: Doubleday and Company, 1970), p. 46. 
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Robert Nisbet states that the majority of the radicals 
came from the middle class and the middle class of today is 
not capable of producing revolution,n ies. He says that our 
family structure with its "possessions oriented, children 
dominated, quilt tinged, and boredom producing values ••• 
�nd} undiluted, unconditional, unbreakable love by parents of 
a child 1115 might produce juvenile delinquents but definitely 
not revolutionaries. According to Nisbet, there is nothing 
in the American way of living likely to produce the dedicated• 
demanding, and disciplined life necessary to be a revolutionary.16 
What appears to be the future of student movements? 
From the evidence presented above and other current information, 
it would be fairly accurate to assume that student movements as 
they existed in the United States in the '60's will cease to 
be in the 70's. This is not to say that students are still 
not dissatisfied with our society and its mores. Students 
are still protesting but it is now on the small, the individual, 
and the personal level. Students appear to be directing their 
15Robert Nisbet, "Who Killed the Student Revolution,"
Encounter, XXXIV (February, 1970), p. 11. 
16rbid. --
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energies into new and pragmatic tactics. The demonstrations 
that took place in the early 1970's were less serious and fre­
quent. Also, the new interest in religion in the early 1970's 
appears to be absorbing many more students. This is reflected 
by greater enrollment in religion classes and seems to repre­
sent a personal search for spiritual values. The most visible 
manifestation of this is the rapid growth of nondenominational, 
evangelical, Fundamentalist, Christian movements. As the stu­
dent movement in the 1 60 1 s, the Christian movement is being 
nourished by a sense of restlessness, by a search for truth, 
and by a conviction that old ways have failea.17 
What about the future of student movements in Japan? 
Again, from current information it would appear that Japan will: 
have larger, more frequent, and more violent demonstrations 
in the 1970's. The reasons for this prediction are many, 
Probably the most important reason lies with cultural values. 
Demonstrations in the United States began to lose their appeal 
after the death of students at the Kent State Jackson State 
demonstrations. .The accidental deaths of students was viewed 
17New York Times, December 26, 1971, p. 1. · 
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as senseless by our entire society and seemed to serve as a 
"damper" for further demonstrations. Death in the United States 
is not held in esteem as it is in Japan. In Japan, the dead 
students would have become martyrs for the radicals. Demon­
strations, protests, sit-ins, and building barricades are the 
accepted tactics employed by the students in the United States­
death is not. Many Japanese students are willing to sacrifice 
their lives for their cause-American students are not. 
A second reason for predicting a greater rise in student 
movements in Japan is the success the Japanese students have 
had as opposed to their American counterparts. In no instance 
were the American students capable of completely closing down 
a university for any period of time. As previously stated, 
the Japanese students have successfully halted all university 
functions for a year. There seems to be little doubt that 
success such as this would encourage the students •. 
The difference in the way the Americans and Japanese 
view student movements is a third reason for predicting the 
growth of student movements in Japan. The student movement 
in the 1 60 1 s was unlike any previous student movement in the 
United States. Many attempts were made to quiet and pacify 
our students particularly at the university level. In Japan, 
just the opposite is true. Student movements have become an 
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almost accepted part of their society. More often than not, 
the universities 1 position is that of 11 patience11 • When stu­
dents are finally removed from barricaded buildings, the 
university returns to 11 business as usual" with little or no 
attempt to meet the students 1 demands. 
From 1967-1971 Japanese students were becoming more 
radicai.18 Just the reverse was true in the United States
during the same time span. For Japan, it appears that a 
turbulent student movement will continue in the '70's. For 
the United States, it appears that the silent '70's will prevail. 
18New York Times, October 17, 1971, p. 7.
CONCLUSION 
The thesis of this paper, as stated in the Introduction 
is that student unrest and the causes of student unrest in 
highly advanced countries are similar. In an attempt to pro­
vide evidence for this thesis, student movements in two 
modern countries-the United States and Japan-were compared to 
see if any generalizations could be made. 
In the 1960's, both countries had a substantial percentage 
of students who were ready ,,to attack the existing structures in 
their respective societies. They both employed similar tactics 
to make their complaints heard and to show their contempt 
for and rejection of the world created by their parents. In 
both countries students were questioning the accepted political 
and social values of their elders because they saw the inadequacy 
of the existing social, political, and economic institutions. 
In both countries, students believed that while the adult 
world publicly espoused the values of honesty, justice, equality, 
and the rights of individuals to make their own decisions, it 
did not practice them. Students therefore saw a tremendous 
gap between the professed ideal and the actual reality. To 
express their cultural renunciation of adult values and behavior, 
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students in both countries develc 'Jed their own dress, work 
orientation, morality, and life styles. 
In both countries, students were rebelling against the 
universities and seeking to reform them. They condemned the 
universities for seeking to maintain t..,-aditional authority 
and perogatives and for abdicating their responsibility for 
the quality of the personal and intellectual lives of their 
students. Students were demanding more influence in the 
decision making processes in the universities-they wanted to . 
be a part of the decisions that directly affected them. 
Both countries had students who were alienated to various 
degrees. There were culturally alienated students in the 
United States and Japan (see Chapter II for a summary of 
culturally alienated youth in America). In Japan the culturally 
.alienated students were called the Mogura or moles. The 
greatest percentage of these students were found in Okaka. 
They were between the ages of 15-20 and hung out in underground 
shopping and entertainment centers beneath the large cities. 
They generally did not attend school and stayed underground 
most of the time. They had few convictions and were not 
interested in politics or the radical student organizations. 
Their main purpose in life was to kill time and enjoy themselves. 
These students, like their American counterparts, were side 
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effects of affuence and increasingly materialistic values 
f d . . 1 o mo ern societies.
Both countries had large percentages of students who 
sought to change society within the existing framework by non­
violent and peaceful protests and demonstrations. These were 
the center activists or the moderates and they constituted the 
largest percentage of those students who participated in mass 
demonstrations. 
In the United States and Japan, there were students who 
wished to change their respective societies by violent and 
radical means. These were the radical students and they 
represented approximately :�%-3% of the total student population 
in both countries. The radical organizations in both countries 
(the SDS in the United States and the Zengakuren in Japan) 
were loosely knit organizations beset by factionalization. 
Both organizations lacked a strong coordinating national organiza­
tion and national leaders. The organizations in both countries 
were diffuse and had a multiplicity of targets. Radical.·. 
students in both countries had not found an issue with enough 
galvanizing appeal to hold their organizations together. 
lNew York Times, February 20, 1970, p. 10. 
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In both countries, the radical students were not certain 
of what type of government or society would replace the existing 
system once it was overthrown. Japanese radicals expected to 
establish some sort of a provisional revolutionary government 
after the overthrow of the existing government, but Makota Matsuo 
leader of the radical Chugaku-Na said he had no "clear ideas 
of what sort of a new Japan he wanted. 112 The sa"Ue was true
in the United States. Some radicals wanted a socialist govern­
ment, some wanted a "participatory democracy", and some admitted 
they did not know the mechanisms of the established system 
well enough to prescribe specific remedies. They had no grand 
design for a new society c}nd as Tom Hayden, once pr·ominent 
leader of the SDS, said,. "First we will make the· revolution, 
and then we will find out what fo:r:,. 113
Both countries had an even smaller percentage of ultra­
radicals (the Red Army in Japan and the Weathermen in the 
United States). Both of these groups were committed to violence 
and guerilla tactics for attaining the revolution. The main 
difference between these two organizations appeared to be the 
degree of commitment to the cause. In the United States, even 
2New York Times, October 17, 1971, p. 1. 
3sidney Hook, "The Prospects of the Adademy," in '!'he
Radical Left, ed. by William P. Gerberding and Duane E. Smith 
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1970), p. 207. 
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ultra-radical students were not prepared to die for the cause. 
This was not true in Japan. Some Japanese ultra-radical 
students would have apparently died for the caus0 and killed 
for the cause; however, this difference in attitudes toward 
.death can be traced to different cultural values of death. 
Admittedly, these are low level generalization but, I 
think they suggest that student movements and the causes of 
student movements are similar in modern countries. 
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Appendix A 
Studies of Roger M. Kahn and Williai.7l J. Bowers* 
In testing their first hypothesis that activist students 
come from high status fili7lilies, Kahn and Bowers first used 
three variables to test this hypothesis-maternal and paternal 
education, paternal occupation, and family income. Their 
findings were as follows: 
TABLE I 
PERCENTAGE ACTIVISTS BY INDICATORS OF SOCIAL CLASS 
Less than High High School Graduate College Gradu 
Variables School Graduate Or Some Colleqe Or more 
Education 
Mother 12 (152) 20 (494) 22 (263) 
Father 16 (223) 19 (365) 22 (323) 
Variables Blue Collar White Collar Professional 
17 (251} 19 (444) 24 (201) 
Fathers  
Occupation 
$7,499-$15,000 $7,500-$9,999 $10,000+ 
Family 15 (298) 22 (146) 27 (268) 
Income 
Using the three variables of maternal and paternal educa­
tion, paternal occupation, and family income, Kahn and Bowers 
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constructed a Socioeconomic Index. Each student was scored 
0, 1, and 2 on his answer. They were given O if their mother 
and father had less than high school dipolmas, 0 if the father 
was a blue collar worker, and O if the family inco�e was less 
than $7,499. They were given 1 point if mother and father 
had graduated from high school and/or had some college, 1 point 
if father's occupation was white collar, and 1 point if family 
income was between $7,500 - $9,999. They were given 2 points 
if their mother and father were college graduates and/or more, 
2 points if father was a professional, and 2 points if family 
income was $10,000 or more. Students who scored O - 3 were 
classified as low, 4 - 6 as· medium, and 7 or 8 as high. The 
findings were as follows: 
TABLE 2 
PERCENTAGE ACTIVISTS BY SES INDEX 
Low Medium High 
1
�285)
22 30 ci20>
SES Index (257) 
The results of the SES Index were tested against school 
quality variable. Schools were rated as Top Ranking, Highly 
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Selective, Moderately Selective, and Not Very Selective. 
The results of this finding were as follows: 
SES 
INDEX 
High . 
Meduim 
Low 
Total 
TABLE 3 
PERCENTAGE ACTIVIST BY SES INDEX AND 
SCHOOL QUALITY 
Quality of School 
Top Highly Moderately 
Ranking Selective Selective 
41 27 15 
(39} (49) (26) 
38 19 18 
(34) (7. 5) (90) 
50 13 !, 14 
(18) (60} (97) 
42 19 15 
(91) (194) (213) 
Not Very 
Selective 
13 
(15) 
20 
(51} 
14 
(105) 
16 
(171) 
In order to test their second hypothesis that activists 
come from those students with strong academic commitments, 
Kahn and Bowers first grouped the activists according to two 
variables: hours studying and doing assignments per week, and 
total grade average. Their findings were as follows: 
(See next page). 
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TABLE 4 
PERCENTAGE ACTIVISTS BY INDICATORS OF ACADEMIC 
COMMITMEN'r 
Variable 30 hours + 20-29 hours 0-19
Hours Studying 22 18 14 
And Doing Assignm,3nts 
Per Week (449) . (305)
Variable B+ or above B+ to c+ c or 
Total Grade 22 18 15 
Average (140) (471)
hours 
(99) 
below 
(175) 
To see if their findings held true when a third variable 
was introduced, Kahn and Bowers studied the activists academic 
commitment in relation to the quality of school they were atte11ding. 
Schools were divided into four categories: top ranking, highly 
selective, moderately selective, and not very selective. Their 
•findings were as follows:
(See next page) •
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TABLE 5 
PERCENTAGE ACTIVIST BY. INDICArORS OF 
ACADEMIC COMMITMENT AND SCHOOL QUALITY 
Top Highly Moderately 
Ranking Selective Selective 
Hours Studying 
Per Week 
30+ 47 21 14 
(74} (136} (162} 
20 - 29 22 16 14 
(27) {70) {103) 
0 - 19 17 9 11 
(6) (22) (36) 
Grades 
B+ or above 47 32 14 
(17) (3 7) (49) 
B or c 47 16 11 
(60) {136) (153} 
C to below 27 13 13 
(26) (40) ( 70) 
Not Very 
Selective 
-
14 
(102) 
18 
(82) 
12 
(26) 
11 
(37) 
16 
(122) 
16 
(39) 
To test their third hypothesis that activists come from 
·the students majoring in humanities and sociai' studies, Kahn
and Bowers classified students according to their fields of
studies:
(See next page) •
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TABLE 6 
PERCENTAGE ACTIVIST BY FIELD OF STUDY 
Social Physical Pre Professional 
Variable Sciences Humanities Sciences Programs ---- ______________ _;;:,. __ -'----'-""---'-----
Number of 23 21 13 12 
Students (164) (274) (131) (301)
Again to see if the conclusion that activist students do 
come from the social science and humanities fields, they intro­
dumed the school quality variable to see if this altered their 
previous conclusion: 
TABLE 7 
PERCENTAGE ACTIVIST BY FIELD OF STUDY AND 
SCHOOL QUALITY 
Top Highly Moderately 
Variable Ranking Selective Selective 
Field of 
Study 
Social Sciences .43 22 16::. 
& Humanities (80) (116) (149) 
Physical Sciences 30 13 10 
& Pre-Professional (30) (112) (156)
Not Very 
Selective 
16 
(93) 
13 
(121) 
In order to test their final hypothesis that activists 
come from students who have strong intellectual orientations, 
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�ahn and Bowers asked students to rate three questions in 
degree of importance: 
TABLE 8 
PERCENTAGE ACTIVISTS BY INDICATORS OF 
INTELLECTUAL ORIENTATION 
Deqree of-Importance 
Great Fair 
Variables �-- � Deal Amount 
How Importr,nt 
are the Following 
to vou? 
Ideas and
Intellectual 25 (336) 17 (437) 
Problems 
Appreciation 
of Arts 26 (269) 18 (364) 
Intellectual 
Skills and 21 (332) 19 (465) 
Knowledqeabilitv 
Not Much 
at All 
12 (132) 
15 (271) 
13 (69) 
In order to see if these respondents would answer the 
same according to school quality, Kahn and Bowers established an 
Intellectual Orientation Index. Those who responded "not very 
important" were scored O for each item; those who responded 
11 fairly important" were scored 1 for each i tern; and those who 
responded "very important" were scored 3 for each item. 
I 
Tl 
Respondents ctassified as low had scores of 0-1, those classified 
as medium had scores of 2� 3, o� 4, an� those classified as high 
had scores of 5 or 6. 
I O  Index 
Respondents 
TABLE 9 
INTELLECTUAL ORIENTATION INDEX 
Low Medium 
27 15 
(27 3) {529} 
Hiqh 
9 
{99) 
This results of establishing the Intellectual Orientation 
Index were tested against school quality to see if the results 
would vary. The following shows the ralationship: 
TABLE 1�0 
PERCENTAGE ACTIVIST BY INTELLECTUAL 
ORIENTATION INDEX AND SCHOOL QUALITY* 
Quality of Schools 
Variable Top Highly Moderately 
Rankina Selective Selective 
Intellectual 
Orientation 
Index 
High 45 29 18 
(41) (66) {85) 
Medium 37 16 13 
(59) (129 (173) 
Low 26 6 3 
(9) {32) (36) 
Not Very 
Selective 
21 
(58} 
13 
{145) 
8 
(13) 
*This study comes from: Roger M. Kahn and William J. Bowers,
"The Social Context of the Rank and File Student Activists:
A Test of ·Four Hypotheses," Sociology of Education, XLIII
(Winter, 1970), 38-55.
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APPENDIX B 
Studies of Joseph W� Scott and Mohamned El-Assal. 
In their study ,Jo�.,eph W. Scott and Mohamned El-Assal 
postulated the following: 
The more complex the formal structure is the more 
likely is the administration to be bureaucratic as opposed 
to prim�ry and patrimonial. The more bureaucratic the 
educational institution, the more structurally separated 
are the students from the administrators, faculty, and 
students; and the more the students are personally 
separated from the administration, faculty members, and 
other students by structural and social heterogeneity, 
the more likely the students will feel separated, neglected, 
manipulated, and dehumanized to the extent that they will 
engage in protest activities. Given these premises, we 
hypothesize that the more nearly a university constitutes 
a 11 multiversity 11 the higher the rate of protest demonstra­
tions.1
To test this hypothesis, Scott and El-Assal correlated 
the degrees of formal complexity and social heterogenity with 
the number of student protests. A complex school was classified 
as being above the median in number of departments, granting 
doctoral, masters, bachelors, and professional degrees, and in 
numbers of non-domitory, foreign, out-of-state, and graduate 
students as well as the ratio of professors to students. Their 
findings were: 
(See next page}. 
1Joseph w. Scott and Mohamned El-Assal, "Multiversity,
University Size, University Quality, and Student Protest: An 
Empirical Study," in American Sociological Review, XXXIV 
(Octover, 1969), PP. 702-04. 
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Variables 
School 
99. 
TABLE I 
PERCENTAGE OF STUDENT DEMONSTPATIONS BY 
INDICATORS OF FOTu\1AL COMPLEXITY AND
SOCIAL HETEROGENITY*
Schools Reporting· Schools Reporting 
Demonstrations No Demonstrations 
Characteristics 
Complex 
87% 13% Institution 
Simple 
43% 57% Institution 
School Size 
Large 
10,000+ 96% 4% 
Small 
10,000- 44%,, 5
6% 
community Size 
Large 
50,000+ 74% 26% 
Small 57% 43% 
50,000-
Quality 
High Quality 
85% 15% 
Institution 
.Low Quality 44% 56% 
Institution 
Number 
32 
G. = .80 
37 
26 
G. = .94 
43 
27 
G. = .36 
42 
33 
G. = .69 
36 
*From: Joseph W. Scott and Mohamned El-Assal, "Multiversity,
University Size, University Quality, and Student Protest: An 
Empirical Study," in American Sociological Review, XXXIV (Oct., 1969), 
PPo 702-04. 
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Scott and El-Assal then introduced intervening variables 
of institutional size, quality and size of community institution 
is located in to see if the correlation varied. Their findings 
were: 
TABLE 2 
PERCENTAGE OF STUDENT DEMONSTRATIONS BY 
INDICATORS OF FORMAL COMPLEXITY AND 
SOCIAL HETEROGENITY, INSTITUTIONAL SIZE, 
COMMUNITY SIZE, AND QUALITY* 
Schools Schools School Intervening 
Characteristic Variables Reporting Reporting no Number 
Demonstrations Demonstrations 
School Size 
Mostly 10,000+ 96% 4% 
23 
Complex 10, 000-. 67% 33% 
9 
. G = �8 
Mostly 10,000+ 100% 0% 3 
Simple 10,000- 38% 62% 34 
Community Size 
Mostly 50,000+ 94% 6% 16 
Complex 50,000- 81% 19% 16 
G .6 = 
Mostly 50,000+ 42% 58% 26 
Simple 50,000- 45% 55% 11 
School Quality 
27 
Mostly High Quality 89% 11% 
Complex Low Quality 80% 
20% 5 
G = .7 
Mostly High Quality 67% 
33% ·.,:p
Simple Low Quality 39% 
31% 
31
*From: Joseph W. Scott and Moharnned El-Assal, "Multiversity, Uni­
versity Size, University Quality, and Student Protest: An Empiri­
cal Study,", in American Sociological Review, XXXIV (October, 1969),
pp. 702-04.
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SOCIAL POSITION 
PATRIOTIC IDEALIST 
Concerned with civil 
rights. Voter registra­
tion. Social and econo­
mic self help projects.
1 INTELLECTUAL POLITICO 
Concerned with Ameri­
cai foreign policy. 
Selective service. 
University reform. 
Military industrial
complex. 
ALIENATED YOU'l'H 
Leans toward anarchy. 
Extreme individualism.
PERFORi\1.'.l\NCE 
STRATEGIST 
Provides stra­
tegy for non-. 
violent or 
social work pro­
jects. 
STRATEGIST 
Provides stra­
tegy for pro­
tests (violent 
and non-violent
confrontation) 
STRATEGIST 
Al though apoli­
tical often in­
volved in stra­
tegy for con­
frontation on 
issues of free­
cto.::n. 
FUNCTIONS 
FACILITATOR 
Glib proponent
of Utopian 
America.Sales­
man of the 
idea. 
FACILITATOR 
Choose the
issue and 
strategy 
appropriate 
to his local
constiuency.
Creates cli­
mate for 
demonstra­
tions. 
FACILITATOR 
Voices cynicaJ•
criticism at 
every oppor­
tunity. 
IMPLE:r-'f...ENTER 
On the scene 
organizer.Often 
lives in area 
of social wel­
fare projects. 
IMPLEVJ.ENTER 
I 
WORKER
Eollege stu­
pent with 
altruistic 
p10tives and 
sum111er vaca­
tion to 
spare. 
.WORKER 
Organizes !Student 
demonstrations. �hose com-
Is where the 
action is. 
· Responsible for 
continuation of
protest acti­
vities. 
IMPLElVJ.ENTZ R. 
m
t
1itment 
varies with
cause. De­
fender of 
icause, not 
organization.
WORKER 
Peer-group me�--,Individual 
ber who feels ,vhose parti­
strongly about cipation is 
issues to be dependent 
discussed or upon situa-
protested. ticn & whim.
? 
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